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In a study of the Scandinavian Settlements in the British Isles, one
of the first questions that arises is, what Scandinavian people was it
that founded each of these settlements? With regard to the Shetland
Islands, the Orkneys, the Hebrides and the Isle of Man, the answer is
easy to give. We know that these islands were populated by Norwegians.
And the Danelaw in England, as we also know, was colonised by men from Denmark,
But how was it in Ireland? What does
Lochlann mean, the country whence most of the Scandinavian conquerors of Ireland came?
English authors very seldom give an answer to this question.
As
”~
zr a rule they confound Norwegians and Danes, without distinguishing
between the two nations.
Scandinavian authors, on the other hand,
have always agreed in the opinion that it was Norwegians who
It would therefore seem
be founded settlements and kingdoms in Ireland!.
@- unnecessary to discuss this question further, had not the distinguished
*)
German linguist and antiquary, Professor Zimmer, with his great authority,
recently expressed a different opinion. Zimmer’s view is that the Vikings
who came to Ireland during the first fifty years (viz. 795—849), were
for the most part Norwegians.
Thorgils (Zurgezs), the founder of

der gg

£.3.8

‘

We

fe

.é

the Norse

power

in Ireland,

in

his

opinion,

was

also

a

Norwegian.

But in the middle of the ninth century, according to his theory, the
Norwegian settlers were expelled by Danish conquerors, and the viking
colonies in Ireland after that time were Danish, not Norwegian.
1

Cf. that, in many ways, most interesting book by Professor Stokes, »Ireland and the
Celtic Church«, which completely confounds the two nations, and among Scandinavian
authors, the Danes, Worsaae and Steenstrup, and the Norwegians, P. A. Munch
and
Gustay Storm, who all agree in calling the Scandinavians in Ireland Norwegians,
Vid.-Selsk. Skrifter.

H.-F. Kl
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Zimmer says!: »The Vikings who, until 840—850 wandered about in
Ireland, or, like Turgeis, tried to establish a kingdom, were Norwegians.
Their home is Htréta (Book of Armagh), AHéruazh (in the old
Trish Saga texts), i.e. H6rdaland at the Hardangerfjord.
In my
Opinion, they are called Fixdgenti, Find Gaill, because their names
are very often compounds (Aviti-pagans, AMvéti-foreigners).«?
Zimmer
goes on to relate that Danish vikings in 848, came to Ireland and
attacked the Norwegians.
»Two years afterwards«, he says, »the Danes
conquer Dublin and defeat the Norwegians at Linn Duachail.
In the
following year, the Norwegians come with a fleet of 160 ships, and
fight with the Danes at Snam Aignech, a battle in which the Norwegians lose 5000 men, and even have to give up their ships to the Danes.
The Norwegian Viking power is broken, and the Danes,
victorious at Linn Duachail and Snam Aignech, hold the
sway and have Dublin in their hands.
When, in the following
year (852), it is simply stated that Amlaib, son of the King of Lochlann,
came to Ireland, and that the Vikings in Ireland acknowledged
his

rule,

there

can

be

no doubt

that he was

a Danes.

Zimmer admits that Lochlann, after the twelfth century, means
Norway; but he is of opinion that this is due to the expedition of King
Magnus Barefoot.
He tries to prove that the original form of the
name
fied the

is

not Lochklann,
Danish

island,

but Lathlann,
Lolland.

Lothlann,

Zimmer

also

which
believes

at

first

signi-

that the

name

Hiruath, as-early as the ninth century, completely disappears, and is
replaced by the name Lochlann; and he sees in this a proof of his
theory.
I shall not discuss the linguistic value of Zimmer's theory, especially
as Zimmer is regarded as one of the first living authorities with regard
to Irish, and through his studies has thrown fresh light upon the history
of the Norsemen during the Viking ages, and their intercourse with the
Celts. I shall only try to express the doubts that arise in the mind of
a Norwegian historian.
I shall not dwell on the fact that Lolland is a
small island, and that it is not likely to have given the name to a
whole people. History itself, it seems to me, clearly shows that Zimmet’s
theory is wrong.

1 Keltische Beitrige Il, p. 131, etc, (in Zeitschrift fir Deutsche
2 [do

not

agree. with

this

cxplanation

wegians were called »White Pagans«
3 Keltische Beitrige II, p. 161. n. 1,

of

/éndgenti

because

and

Altertumskunde).

Find-gaill,

of their fair

1 think

complexion.

the

Nor-
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First the name A/truath (gen. pl. xa Hiruade is the name of the
people). Probably Dr. Todd and Zimmer are right in connecting Hiruath
with the Heredas of the Anglo-Saxons, and in explaining it as OldNorse, Aordar, i. e. men from Hérdaland.1
Zimmer says further:
»Irische Folksetymologie hat wohl AHiruath an erthuath (gesprochen
erhuh) »Ostland« angelehnt«.2
In the modern Annales Buelliani, we
probably have another popular etymology of Hruath.
The Annals
describe the Battle of Clontarf in 1o14, and relate that »it was he
(i e. Maelmorda, the son of Murchad) who gathered the kings together
and

entered

into

alliance

with

them,

their

islands

and

sons,

with

the

Lochlanns of Iartuaith (con in Lochlaind an Lartuaith)«.*
O'Conor
renders this passage by »cum Lochlanis, i. e. Norvegiis Occidentis
Septentrionalise.
According to Windisch,4 tarthiaid denotes »northwest«. But probably the author of the Annales Buelliani, when writing
fartuaith, has thought of Hiruath.
These late annals are the only historial source in which Hiruath
seems to appear.
For the rest, the name only occurs in mythical sagas.
It is never mentioned by Cogadh Gaedhel, in the Three Fragments, the,
Annals of Tigernach, or any other of the ancient chronicles or annals.
It is therefore impossible to agree with Zimmer in concluding that
Hiruath has been the original name of Norway in Ireland.
Nor is
Zimmer right when he states that the name disappears at a very early
period, and is replaced by Lochlann,
On the contrary, the name occurs
in

the Book

tioned.5
the

of

Even

corrupted

Lecan

(from

1416),

where

as late as in the 17th and
form

/orruaidhe,

is found

the

king

of Iroda

18th centuries,

is men-

the name,

in Irish ballads.6

And,

in

accord-

ing to Mae Firbis’s genealogical work (from the beginning of the 17th
century), »the writings of the Irish call the Lochlannaigh by the name
Goiil: they also call some of them Duébhlochlannaigh, i. e. black Gentiles,
which was applied to the Danes of Data, i.e. Denmark.
FiaxLochlannaigh, i. e. fair Gentiles, i. e. the people of Joruaighe, i. e.
the people of Norwegia«.1 — lorruaidhe and Loruaighe, which must both
Todd, Cogadh Gaedhel, p. XXXIV a, 1.
Keltische Beitriige, I, p. 205 n. 1.
Rerum Hibernicarum Scriptores, ed, O’Conor,

II, Annales

Buelliani,

p.

15, etc.

7

on

a

Irisches Wirterbuch,
Joyce, Celtic Romances, p. §9.
It is a tale of the celebrated hound-whelp, belonging
to the king of Iroda,
The same tale is mentioned in the Book of Leinster (p. 207 8),
where the dog is called shound-whelp of the king of Hirothae (cuslen rig na Hirotha).
D'Arbois de Jubainville, Catalogue de la littérature épique d'Irlande, pp. 106, 126, 212.
Irish popular etymology has perhaps combined /orruafdhe with farthuaid,
This passage is printed in O’Donovan’s edition of the »Annals of the Four Masterse,
I, p. 482 n.
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have

been

Hiruath,

pronounced
Hirotha,

in

the

or Iroda.

same
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manner,

are

clearly

later forms

of

—

The name Hiruath has never been completely forgotten, but it had
its own limited domain in which it was used.
Some of the first Vikings
who came to Ireland, have probably had their home in Hérdaland,
and this is perhaps the reason why the name has been remembered.
But Airuath has never been the common name of Norway; had it
been, it would certainly have appeared in the old chronicles.
Let us now pass to the historical sources.
The so-called »Three
Fragments« are acknowledged by all authors to be one of the most
trustworthy of Irish annals.1. They are now only found in a transcript
of a copy from 1643, but this copy must have been unusually accurate,
for the copyist always states when he is not able to read the original
manuscript.2 The original from which Mac Firbis made his copy, must
have been nearly contemporaneous with the events that it mentions.
The author relates, for instance, the departure of king Amhlaibh to
Norway (871) in the following words: »Amhlacibh went from Erin to
Lochlann

to wage

war

on

for the Lochlanns

had

made

for him;

but as it would

the Lochlanns,

and

to aid his father Goffridh,

war against him,

be tedious

to relate

his

father having come

the cause

of the war,

and

it also concerns us but little, though we have a knowledge of it, we
forbear writing it, for our business is not to write whatever may belong
to Erin,

nor even

Lochlanns,

all these;

for the Irish suffer evils,

but they also suffer

many

injuries

from one

not only

from

another.«?

the
Such

remarks could only be made by a contemporary,
The description of
the battle between the Norwegians and the Danes (p. 116), from which
Zimmer

draws

his conclusions,

must

also

be founded

on

the account

of

an eye-witness.
In this description the Szxvusman (captain) of the ship
of the Lochlanns is mentioned (Stiurusman na loinge Lochlannaighe),
which is only an Irish spelling of the Norse stjrismadr.
This clearly
shows that the description of the fight must be contemporary or nearly
contemporary with the events.
If Zimmer were right in his theory, one would think that the Danes
who defeated the Norsemen in 851, would be called Lochlannach by the
»Three Fragments«.
But on the contrary, the victorious Danes are

1
2
3

Cf. Steenstrup, Normannerne, I, pp. 114,
Cf. p. 183 (O'Donovan’s edition), where
cannot get from the old books, etc,
Three Fragments, p. 195,

115, etc.
he says:

»and

for

other

reasons

which

I
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called »Daunites i. e. Danair«, and the defeated Norwegians are called
Lochlannack (p. 117).
Zimmer’s chief argument is that Dublin was taken by the Danes
(850), the result of which was that a Danish government was
established in Dublin.!) The Three Fragments do not state that Dublin
was taken by the Danes, nor yet does Cogadh Gaedhel; but only the
later Annals do? These all relate that »the Dubhgoill (i. e. the Danes)
arrived in Ath-cliath (i. e. Dublin), and made a great slaughter of the
Finnghoill (i. e. the Norwegians), and plundered the fortress, both people
and property«.
Thus it is nowhere mentioned that the Danes settled
in Dublin, but only that they plundered »the fortress« or »the camp<.?
And the words of the annals clearly show that the sack of Dublin was
only an episode in a greater raid, because they all go on to mention
another depredation by the Dubhgoill upon the Finnghoill at LinnDuachaill (not far from Dundalk).
Here in the north-east of Erin, at
Dundalk and Carlingford Lough, the Danes had their head-quarters, and
not in Dublin.
The great battle between the Norwegians and Danes
in 851 for instance, took place at Carlingford Lough.4 And the Annals
never mention a Danish rule with Dublin as its centre.
One might wonder why the annals do not relate at greater length
how the Norwegians, in 853, again got the upper hand.
But this has
its natural explanation.
The author has simply been wearied out, and
has not felt inclined to tell more about the controversies between the
Vikings themselves.
In like manner, the writer of the Three Fragments
in another combination says: »Amhlaeibh went from Erin to Lochlann
to wage war on the Lochlanns; but as it would be tedious to relate
the cause

of the war,

and

besides

it concerns

us but little,

though

we

-

Four Masters, A, 849, Chron, Scot. 851, Ann, Ult, 850.

2

Keltische

bo

have a knowledge of it, we forbear writing it, for our business is not
to write whatever may belong to Erin, nor even all this.<
In this
instance we see that the author has a knowledge of things that he does
not relate. It is at least clear that the Three Fragments consider Olav
Hvite, who in 853 became king of Dublin, as a Norwegian.
We remember that the Fragments, when describing the battle between the
Norwegians and Danes in 851, called the Norwegians Loch/annach and

Beitrage

II, p.

131.

Longphort seems more likely to denote »campe than »fortress«, the latter being usually
rendered by din; (dtin Atha-cliath occurs frequently, but never /ongphort Atha-cliath

-

as a name of the town Dublin).
Three

Fragments,

p.

119;

cf.

the other

Annals,

8
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the Danes Daunites or Danair,
continue (p. 126, ete.): »In this year
Amhlaeibh Conung, i. ¢. the
came to Erin, and he brought with
many rents and tributes.«
Here it
came from Loch/ann, i, e. Norway.
Some

of

them

also

relate

that

BUGGE.
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After this description the Annals
also, the sixth year of Maelscchlainn,
son of the King of Lochlann,
him commands from his father for
is thus expressly stated, that Olav
All the other annals agree in this.

»the

Foreigners

of Erin

submitted

to

hime.!
Also from what the Three Fragments further relate, with
regard to the year 853 or 854, we get the impression that the Danes
were compelled to yield to the Norwegians.
»At this time the Danes
(Danair), i. e. Horm and his people, came to Cearbhall, son of Dunlaing,
and Cearbhall assisted them against the Lochlanns, for they were
afraid of being overpowered by the stratagems of the Lochlanns.
Cearbhall therefore took them to him honourably, and they
frequently accompanied him in gaining victories over the foreigners
(do Ghallaibh) and the Gaeidhil (Irish)«.2
It is clear that the Norwegians must once more have gained the upper hand, since the Danes
went into the service of an Irish king.8 The same Fragments of Annals
also relate that »Horm and his people were afterwards escorted by
Cearbhall to the King of Teamhair.
The King of Teamhair welcomed
him, and gave him great honour.
He afterwards went to sea. This
Horm was afterwards killed by Roderick, King of the Britons«.4 Most
of the

Danes

must

have

left

Ireland

at this time;

but some

were

still

in the service of Cearbhall. The Fragments mention (p. 137) »Cearbhall
and his Danes (such of the people of Horm as remained with him)«.
Another very trustworthy source is the chronicle, »The War of the
Gacdhil with the Gaillx (Cogadh Gaedhel re Gallaibh).
Dr. Todd,
in his admirable introduction, has proved that this old chronicle must
have been composed soon after the battle of Clontarf, probably about
the year 1030.
The chronicle relates (pp. 27 and 232) that the Danish
chieftain

Mac

Ragnaill,

i. e, Ragnall’s

son,

came

to Dublin,

and

that

a banquet was given in his honour.
This event must be dated 877.5
»Then«, the chronicle continues, »there was a battle fought between

mB
wo

themselves,

viz.

the white

Gentiles

Chron. Scot. A. 853; Cogadh Gaedhel, p.
Three Fragments, p. 131.
Cf. Steenstrup, Normannerne, IT, p, 112.

Three Fragments

the black

Gentiles,

Gaedhel, p. LXXY.

i. e. Barith

23.

p. 135, cf, Ann. Ult, A. 855; Chron. Scot, A, 856.

in 856.

5 Todd, Cogadh

and

Horm

was killed

1g00.
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and Ragnall’s son, in which Ragnall’s son fell, and a multitude with
him. The black Gentiles after this were driven out of Erinn
and went to Albas«,
This Barith (Baard), as we know from other
sources, ruled in Dublin during the minority of the children of king Ivar,
the brother of king Olav (Amhlaeibh Conung). Ragnall’s son, according
to the Three Fragments (pp. 159—163), had come to Dublin from a
long expedition to the Mediterranean.
Zimmer
himself says that
» White Gentiles« (Findgenti) denote »Norwegians« and »Black Gentiles«
(Dubhgenti) »Danes«.1
Thus, according to Cogadh Gaedhel, it is clear
that it was Norwegians who, in the year 877, ruled in Dublin, and
repulsed the attack of the Danes.
There are also proofs that the name Lochk/ann, even before the
time of Magnus Barefoot, meant »Norway«.
The distinguished Celtic
scholar, Dr. Whitley Stokes, in his edition of the »Tripartite Life of
Patricke, has published Gilla Coemain’s Chronological Poem.
This
poem is found in the Book of Leinster (from the 12th century), but
must have been composed in 1072, or a few years later.2
The poem,
a chronicle in verse, also mentions the battle of Stamford Bridge,
where Harald Haardrade fell:
»Two

years

—

no

Donnchad,

Was

the

lie in the contest —
son

from the perishing of

of Brian®

Saxon’s battle — course of purity!
Norway’s king (vf Lochlainne).«4

—

whercin

fell

My father, Professor Sophus Bugge, gives me another evidence of
the fact that the Scandinavians in Ireland in the roth century were
Norwegians and not Danes.
In the Anglo-Saxon lay of the Battle of
Brunanburh, which, under the year 937, has been inserted in the most
ancient MSS of the Saxon Chronicle, Ax/df (i. e. Olav Kudaran) is
called Nordmanna bregu »King of the Norwegians«.
His men are
called fa Norpmen »the Norwegians«, and it is related that they went
back to Dublin across the sea.
King Alfred’s Orosius already shows
that the Anglo-Saxons distinguished between Morpmen »Norwegians«
and Dene »Danes«.

~

ic

_

Keltische Beitrage Ill, p, 131.
Cf. Whitley Stokes in his introduction to the Tripartite Life, p. CXXXI,
The pocm
ends with the death of Diarmid in 1072.
8 Donnchad died A, D. 1064 (Four Masters).
Tripartite Life, H, p. 41,
The battle of Stamford Bridge is also mentioned in the
Annals

of

the Book

of

Leinster

as the

»Saxons’

Cf, the Annals of Tigernach (written about
»son of the king of Lochlanne (A, 1058).

1088),

Battlee,

(Tripartite

where Harald

Life, HN, p. 525).

Haardraade

is called
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Every other historical source also agrees in calling the
, in Dublin Norwegians — for instance Are Frode and
Sagas}.
This is not without significance, for we know that
himself to be descended from the Dublin king, Olav the
historian,

Giraldus

Cambrensis,

came,

as we

know,

Scandinavians
the Icelandic
Are believed
White. The

to Ireland

in

1171

in the company of Earl Strongbow, and was himself closely connected
with the English chieftains.
Giraldus knows that Turgesius (Turgcis,
Thorgisl) was the founder of the Norse power in Ireland, and calls him
a Norwegian (Norwagiensis).
At last Turgesius was killed, and the
tyranny

of the Norsemen

came

to an end.

»Annos igitur circa triginta

Norwagtensium pompa, et Turgesit tyrannis in Hibernia perduravit;
et deinde gens HHibernica, servitute depulsa, et pristinam libertatem
vecuperavil, et ad regni gubernacula successite. Then Giraldus goes on
to relate that »zon multo vero post tempore, iterum de Norwagizw et
insularum borealium partibus, quasi de reliquits gentis prioris, et
guia vel oculata fide vel parcntum relatione terram optimam noverant,
non in bellica classe, sed sub pacis oblentu, et quasi mercature excercende pratextu, in insulam quidam advenerunt.
Qui et maritimos
Liibernia portus statim occupantes, tandem de assensu principum terre
ciuttates in ipsis varias construxerunt«,?
All

historical

sources,

the

Irish

chronicles

as well

as the Icelandic

Sagas, agree in calling Turgesius the first Norse king in Ireland, and in
saying that he was at last killed by the Irish.2
When Giraldus relates
that the later Norsemen in Ireland were only peaceful merchants and
town-builders,

this

only occupied
the Norsemen

the sea-ports, and were principally merchants.
In 1170,
had lived about three hundred years in Ireland; and it

?

does

not

seem

to

is due

me

to

to

be

the

likely

fact

that the Norsemen,

that

during

this

time

in his time,

they

would

have forgotten their origin and nationality, and would call themselves
Norwegians, if they were Danes.
Jocelin, who wrote his Acta Patricii in 1183, agrees with Giraldus
in considering Dublin to be populated by people from Norway and the
Islands (i. e. the Orkney and Shetland Islands, the Hicbrides and the
Isle of Man).
He relates — I quote the Passage from Professor Zimmer
himself —: »Advenit Patricius in urbem nobilem qua vocatur Dublinia,
hee enim a Norwagiensibus et insularum populis habita«.4 And
1 fslendingabék, c. 12; Landnd4mabdk, Hc. 15.
2 Topographia Hiberniw, Dist, WI c. 37—43.
3 Heimskringla.
Haralds S, harfagra, c. 35.
4 Zimmer, Keltische Beitriige II, p. 60.
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the Annals of St. Mary’s Abbey in Dublin (from the r4th century) make
the following remarks with regard to the year 1095: »NMotandum vero
quod Norwagienses seu Ostmanni, qui tune civitates Hibernia et
maritima accupabant, Normannt, in Christo, sunt vocati.s1
Thus
tury

the inhabitants

and

Danes.

later,
And

have

we

have

their conviction.
We

never

hear

of Dublin,

regarded
no

Other

in the second

themselves

reason

pieces

half of the

as Norwegians,

to call in question

rath cenand

not as

the correctness

of evidence also point to the same

of connections

between

Ireland

and

Denmark,

of

fact.

not even

when Knut the Great and his sons were kings of England.
With
Norway, on the other hand, the Norse kingdoms in Ireland had much _
communication.
Between the kingdom of Dublin and the Isle of Man
in particular, there was a very close connection.
From the time of
Olav Kvaran, members of the same race were kings of Dublin and of
Man, and often the same person ruled both kingdoms.
There is no doubt
that the Norse settlers in Ireland and in the Isle of Man belonged to
the same people.
Nearly thirty Runic inscriptions have been found in
Man — probably from the end of the 11th century.
Only one of these
is in Swedish; all the others are written in the Norwegian language, not
one being in Danish.? And we all know that probably from the time
of Harald Haarfagre, and at any rate from the end of the 11th century
down

to

1266,

the Isle of Man

was

a dependency

of

Norway.

This

proves that the Norsemen in the Isle of Man were Norwegians.
Thus Professor Zimmer’s theory of a Danish power in Ireland must
be regarded as incorrect, The viking-settlements in Ireland, and particularly
the kingdom of Dublin, were Norwegian, not Danish.
This, of course,
does not exclude the possibility that many Danes also lived in Ireland,
just

as

in

the

considerable
Norwegian,

Danish

number
and

settlement

Danelage

of Norwegians.

likewise

the

royal

But
race

in

England,

there

was

a

the bulk of the people was

of Dublin

came

from

Norway.

1
2

Chartularies, etc. of St. Mary’s Abbey, Dublin, II, p. 2§1 (in Rolls’ Series).
Cf. Prof. S. Bugge in »Aarboger for nordisk Oldkyndighede, 1899, pp. 229—247.
The
only two Runic
records that have been found in Ireland are also Norwegian; cf.
S. Bugge, Bidrag til den eldste Skaldedigtnings historie, p. 23, etc., Slephens, Runic
Monuments, III, p. 307, et seq.
3 In the river Shannon, for instance, there is an island that was called J#is Gatll
duibh, i.e. the Island of the Black Foreigner, the Dane.
This island thus seems once
to have been owned by a Dane.
(Annals of Inisfallen, I, A. 999, I. A. 1016),
On

the other hand,

the

place-names,

Baldoyle (Balidubgaill) and

Worsaae and Todd mention, are derived from the personal
the »Farm of Dubhgall« and the »Bridge of Dubhgalle,

Bridgee

of the

p. CLXXXI

Dane

n. 2.

»Denmarkians»

Cf.

(Gali dubk),
also

Cogadh

are mentioned,

Worsaac,
Gaedhel,

Minder,
pp.

113

p. 391,
and

Dubgall’s

Bridge,

which

name Dubhgall, and signify
not the »Farme and »the

Todd
115,

Cogadh

where

Gacdhel,

»Danars«

and
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Might it not be possible to get a little more information about the
family that in 853 ascended the throne of Dublin?
King Amlaib
Conung is also mentioned in the Icelandic Sagas, where he is called
Gleifr Hviti (Olav the White).1 But how could Olav and his brothers,
without opposition, as it seems, be acknowledged as rulers of the Norsemen in Ireland?
I feel inclined to think that they have belonged to
the race of the earlier Norwegian kings in Dublin.
When the Norwegians

were

defeated

Zain (i. e. Steinn)
to Are

Frode,

and

the son

by the Danes

Fargna

in 851,

their

(i. e. Zarnkné,

of Olav

the White

was

two

Half-kings

Ironknee).2
called

were

According

Thorstein

the Red

(Porsteinn Raudi).8
This Thorstein is very often mentioned in the
Icelandic Sagas as the progenitor of Icelandic settlers, and seems to be
a historical personage.
Landndamabdék states (c. 15) that his mother
was Aud, daughter of Ketil Flatnef in Sogn in Norway.
After the
death

of his father,

he

and

his

mother

went

to

the

Hebrides,

where

Thorstein ‘became a great chieftain.
He also founded a kingdom in
Scotland, but was at last killed by the Scotchmen.
This Thorstein is
also

mentioned

in

the Irish

chronicles,

for

the

Ulster

Annals

relate

of

the year 874, that Oistin, son of Amlaib, king of the Norwegians (rex
Nordmannorum), was treacherously killed by the men of Alba.
The
Oistin (Eysteinn) of the Irish must be the same as the Porstetnn of the
Icelanders, His original name has been Steinn; but he has been called
Eysteinn
and

i. e. the Stein

Porsteinn,

of the Islands,

i. e. the Stein

because

of Thor,

he lived in the Hebrides,

because

he was

an ardent

wor-

shipper of Thor.
As it was the invariable custom of the ancient Norsemen to name
the son after his departed ancestors, it is most likely that Olav and
his son Stein have been kinsmen of the king Stein who was killed in
851.

The

name

of

the

other

Halfking

of

the

Lochlanns,

Zargna,

is also repeated in the Royal race of Dublin. Fargza answers to OldNorse Farnkné (Ironknee). The word was originally a surname, but later
on it became a personal name.
In Irish the name is rendered by
Glan-iaran.
Now one of the Norse chieftains in Dublin in 892, is
1

According
and Ofsle

to the »Three Fragmentse, king Amlaib had two brothers, /mhar (i. c. Ivar)
(tussle, i. e. Audgisl),
Professor Steenstrup doubts whether these kings

were brothers (Normannerne, II, p. 121).

The

»Fragmentse

state

(p, 171)

that Oisle

was killed by his two brothers, and this is also related by the Ulster Annals (A. 870)
vAuisie, tertius Kex Gentilium, dolo et parricidio a fratribus suis jugulatus est.s Thus
the Irish Annals agree in calling
2 Three Fragments, pp. 119, 123.

3 {slendingabok, c. 12.

Amlaib,

Imhar

and

Oisle

brothers,
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by

his

mention

Elotr mac Fargni,? Oittir mac Fargni, king of the Lochlanns,® and Gluntradhna son af Gluniaran.4 When Ottar is called »king of the Lochlannse,
this seems to indicate that he must have belonged to the royal race of
Dublin.
Later on, Gluniaran also appears as the name of royal princes
in Dublin,

e. g. a son

of Olav

Kvaran,

who

was

slain

in the Battle

of

Contarf, 1014. Thus it seems likely that the later. Dublin kings have
been related to both the Norwegian Half-Kings who were slain in 851.
Whether they have also been connected with Turgeis, the founder of
the Norse power in Ireland, it is impossible to decide.
The earlier Norse ancestors of the Dublin kings are also mentioned
several times. According to Are Frode, Oleifr Hvite was a descendant
of the ancient Yngling kings, from whom the Norwegian king, Harald
Haarfagre, was likewise descended.
Are also believed himself to belong to
this family, so there is probably a certain amount of truth in his pedigree.
According to Islendingabék (c. 12) and Landnamabok, it is as follows:
Halfdan hvitbeinn Upplendingakonungr
Guaredr

|

Olaf
Helgi
Ingjaldr
Oleifr inn hviti.
The Three Fragments give another pedigree, which is more ancient,
and probably more trustworthy:5
Gothfraidh®
Gothfraith
Raghnall

Conung
(9: Ragnvald)

Gothfraidh

wo ob

-

Ambhlaibh,

Imhar,

Oisle.

Four Masters, A. 890.
Chron, Scot., A. 886.

Chron, Scot,, A. $83.

Three Fragments,

p. 230.

cumstance

name in Irish

of the

Os#tir is the Norse

having # in the second

syllable,

connected with the fact that O¢farr in Anclo-Saxon is rendered
to indicate an older Norse form with ¢ in the last syllable.

Ottarr,

The cir-

instead of a, is probably

by Ohtere, which seems

a

4 F, M,, A, 8o1.
8

Three

Fragments, p. 194.
answer to Old

Gothfraidh

Norse

Gudfredr,

a more

ancient

version

of Gudredr.
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The names in these two pedigrees are not the same, but there is
the same number of generations between Olav and his progenitor Gudrod. It is therefore likely that the great-great-grandfather of Olav was
really called Gudred, Godred.
Let us now compare this, as we might
call it, Dublin royal race with the Norwegian royal race of Westfold.
The old poem, Ynglingatal, and Heimskringla (c. 53), give us the
following pedigree of this race:
Halfdan

Guéredr

inn
|

mildi

ok inn

matarilli

inn mikillati, veigikonungr

|
Olafr Geirstada-Alfr
[

Rognvaldr heijumhdér (heijumhezeri), Hdlfdan Svarti,
We see that in both these royal families the same names are
found — Olav, Gudred, and Ragnvald.
This would hardly have been
the case were there not consanguinity between the Dublin and the
Westfold kings.
Further, the progenitor of both families is Gudred, to
whom Snorre gives the surname Vezdikonungr (Hunting King).
This
epithet resembles the epithet Conung (king) of the great-grandfather of
king Amhlaibh, Gothfraidk Conung.
We are justified in concluding
that

the

king

of Dublin,

Olav

the

White,

was

descended

from,

or

at

least related to, Gudradr veidikonungr.
It is well known that P. A. Munch held the theory that Godred
Veidekonge was identical with the Danish — or rather Jutland —
king, Godfred, the antagonist of Charlemagne, who died in 810. Munch's
opinion was that the Norwegian king, Godred, from Westfold, had made
conquests in Jutland.
The Danish antiquary, Jessen, has maintained
the opposite opinion.
He holds, indeed, that Godfred and Godred
(Gudredr) are identical, but that Godfred was a Dane who conquered
Westfold in Norway. Since then Prof. Gustav Storm has first approved,
but afterwards denied Munch’s theory.
1 shall not therefore try to
decide whether Godred and Godfred were identical or not. But there
must at least have been consanguinity and some connection between
them.
The successors of Gotfred resided, in 813, not in Jutland, but in
Westarfolda (Westfold).1. We can also compare the names: Godfred
= Gudred; Ragnvald (Reginadaus), who, according to the trustworthy
Frankish

Annals,

according

to

was

Saxo,

the

was

1 Pertz, Scriptores, 1, p. 195.
2 Pertz,

IL

son

the

of Godfred’s

son

brother,?

of Godfred.

These

and

Olav,

names,

who,

in

my

tgoo.
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opinion, indicate consanguinity, first between the Danish Godfred and
the Norwegian Godred, and then between these and the Dublin Kings.!
If this is a fact, it possibly explains another very curious circumstance in the history of the Norsemen in Ireland. Olav the White had
a son Carlus, of whom we do not know anything, but that he was slain
in 866.2 After this, the name Cardus is not mentioned until 994, when
sthe ring of Tomar (i. e. Thor) and the sword of Carlus were carried
away by force, by Maelsechlainn, from the foreigners of Ath-cliath«.
The ring of Thor had probably its place in the chief temple of the
Norsemen, and was, so to say, a symbol of their paganism.
But what
about the Sword of Carlus?
It cannot have had anything to do with
the Asa-cult or have been a sacred object to the Norsemen, who were
still pagans, because then the Irish would not have regarded it with
veneration. On the other hand, it must have been something more than
an ordinary sword, because otherwise, it would not have been mentioned
together with the Ring of Thor, and apart from all the other treasures
which the Irish took in Dublin.
Thor’s Ring is never mentioned after
994; the Irish probably destroyed it as a symbol of the paganism of
the Norsemen.
But the Sword of Carlus we hear of several times. The
Norsemen in Dublin must in some way or other have won it back.
But in 1027, Amhlaibh, son of Sitric, king of Dublin, was captured by
Mathgamhain, King of the South of Breagh, »and detained until he
delivered

up

200 cows,

and

six score

of British horses,

and

three score

ounces of gold, and the sword of Carlus, and a mark for the man
who captured him«.* In the year 1056, the royal heir of Temhair was
slain by Conchobhar Ua Maeilsechlainn.
»The sword of Carlus, and
great considerations besides, were also taken by the son of Mael-na-mbo
(i. e. Diarmid, king of Leinster and Dublin), for he was security for hime. ®
Thus we see that the sword of Carlus was held in veneration, and passed
1 EB. H.

Lind

in

his

»Namnhistoriska

tittens hurstamning«

comes

to

bidrag

conclusions

till frigan

om

den

gamla

similar to my own.

that King Olav the White, his brothers and descendants, belonged
as the Norwegian kings, viz. the Yogling family. Lind also believes
Godred were identical.
But on the other hand, I cannot see that
the Danish origin of the Yngling kings.
Many of the names in this

not only in Denmark,
common

name

cended.

And

in

but also in Sweden

Upland,

Olav —

even

Norway, and likewise Erik.
2 Four Masters, A. 866,
3 Four Masters, A. 994.
4 Chronicum Scotorum, p. 267.

5 Chron. Scot., p. 285.

and Norway.

Halfdan,

whence

the

Ynglings,

according

before

the

time of St. Olay —

norska

konunga-

He also is of opinion

to

to the same race
that Godfred and
Lind has proved
family are found,

for instance, was a
tradition,

was a common

were

name

des-

in
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from one Irish prince to another more than sixty years after the time
when it was first taken by the Irish.
The Sword of Carlus cannot have derived its name from the obscure,
long since forgotten prince Carlus, who was slain in 866.
It would
then have had no particular value for the Irish above that of any other
sword, and would scarcely have been mentioned apart from all the
other treasures of the Dublin king, in connection with the Ring of Thor.
The name of the sword must, it seems to me, be derived from the
emperor Charlemagne (Carolus Magnus).
It is easy to understand why Carolus in Irish is rendered by Cardus,
for in medizval documents Carv/us and Karlus are very often found instead of Carolus.1 Carlus indeed, and not Carolus is the original form
of the name.

Carolus

in Italian

has become

Carlo,

in Spanish

Carlos,

and in French Charles.
Besides Cardus, the ancient chronicle Cogadh
Gaedhel has the form Czarlus.
Professor Johan Storm has kindly
informed me that Czar/us is probably the Norman pronunciation of
Carolus.

In the battle of Clontarf,

1014,

there

fell

»Carlus

and

Ciarlus,

the two sons of the king of Lochlainn«.2
But it is particularly the
termination -zs that proves that Carlus is derived from Carolus, Charlemagne.
The surname of the emperor Charles also — Magnus — has become a personal name among the Norsemen.
We all know that the
king Magnus the Good was named after Charlemagne.
And in Norwegian and Swedish popular ballads, Charlemagne is called »Magnus
Kongjen« and »Konung Magnus«.3
It is also worth remembering that
long before the birth of Magnus the Good, the name Magnus was used
among Norse kings of Man and the Hebrides.
The first persons who
bear this name are Magnus mac Aratlt, a chieftain from the Hebrides,
in 972 and Magnus Berna {i. e. M. son of Bjarn)4 from Limerick, who probably was akin to the chieftains from the Hebrides.®> Later on, Magnus
and Maccus are common names in the royal race of Man and the
Hebrides.
When Sighvat Skald named the new-born son of St. Olav
Magnus after Charlemagne, it was probably not his own invention.
He

had

most

likely heard

& DM
om

it was derived

the name

from the great Emperor.

Cf, Férstemann,

Altdeutsches Namenbuch,

Cogadh Gaedhel, p, 207.
T am indebted for this information

Four Masters, A. 972.
Cogadh

in the British Isles, and

Gaedhel,

pp. 79,

81.

to my

father,

Professor

S. Bugge,

knew

that

1900.
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But if it be true that the name Carius is derived from Charlemagne, then »the Sword of Carluse must mean »the Sword of Charlemagne«.
It must have been a sword, which once belonged to, or was
believed to have been in the possession of Charlemagne.
But how can
this sword have come to Dublin?
Hardly otherwise than through an
ancestor of the Dublin kings, who in some way came into contact with
Charlemagne, and either received the sword as a gift from the emperor,
or won it from him.
But this brings us back again to the beginning,
to Godfred, the antagonist of Charlemagne, and may be combined with
the fact that king Olav the White named his own son Carlus after the
Frankish Emperor,
This sword, which has long since disappeared, has thus had a long
and curious history.
From Charlemagne it passed first to Denmark,
and thence to the royal race of Dublin, and lastly after the lapse of
more than two hundred years it became the property of an Irish prince.
Everywhere it has been venerated as a reminiscence of the great emperor, the representative of the sovereignty in the medizval ages, as
Caesar was in antiquity. —- It is worth remembering that the name of
Charlemagne among all Slavic nations contains the idea of »king«.2 —
The Sword of Carlus itself was considered a symbol of the sovereignty .
in Dublin, in the same way as the Ring of Thor was a symbol of
the Asa-religion.8
1

Prof.

Gustay

Storm

is

of

opinion

that

Carlus

has

been

named

after

the

Frankish

emperor, Charles the Bald, and that he has consequently been baptized in France
(Norsk hist, Tidsskrift, 2den Rekke II, p. 322),
The Annals do not mention any

a

BO

viking-expedition by Olav Hvite or his son Carlus to France.
Besides, Carlus, when
he died, can scarcely have been more than a child, and was probably never outside
Ireland,
I am more inclined to think that Carlus, like Magnus the Good, was named

after Charlemagne,
1 am indebted for this information to Prof. Sophus Bugge.
Another

sword,

which

was

given

together

with

many

jewels,

is mentioned

annals, namely, »the sword of the son of the earle (Four Masters, A. 1164).

in the Irish

Dr. O'Do-

novan is of opinion that the Ulster-chieftain had won this sword from the Norsemen of the Hebrides.
This sword, however, does not throw any light upon the
origin

of the sword

of Carlus.
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march

Igoo,

My production of these communications is chiefly due to Professor
Moltke Moe, who has given me many valuable hints and much information,

and

has helped

me

to obtain

access

to most

of the books

that

Ihave used. Unfortunately, the University Library of Christiania is not
tich in Celtic Literature, so that many things have probably escaped my
attention.
In this survey I have only included Ireland, the Isle of Man, the
Hebrides and the Scotch Highlands.
In Welsh tradition, Norway does
not seem to play any part.
In glancing at the different collections of Irish and Gaelic traditions
it will strike us how often the name Lock/ann (Norway) appears. In most
cases, perhaps, it is merely the name which reminds us of Norway;
but

in

that

the

several

tales,

Norsemen

the
were

Norse

element

connected

abounds,

We

Ireland,

Scotland

with

must
and

remember
the

He-

brides, or ruled there during centuries, and that this period is still living
in the memory of the people of these regions.
The Ossianic poems have been the centre of Gaelic fiction and
tradition during the last few centuries. Ossian or Oisin (Oss{n) was a son
of the hero Finn mac Cumhail. He lived for three centuries in the land
of youth, Tiranoge.
At last he went home to see his father, and the
comrades of his youth; but they were all dead, and St. Patrick had
already

come

to Ireland.

Patrick

baptized

Oisin,

who,

in the course

of

long colloquies told him about the deeds of the Fianna. These coloquies
form the frame-work of the Ossianic poems.
»The so-called Ossianic
poemse, says Dr, Hyde in his most valuable Literary History of Ireland,
(pp. 498, etc.), sare extraordinarily numerous, and, were they all collected,
would probably amount to some 80,000 lines. They were even down
to our fathers’ time, exceedingly popular both in Ireland and the Scotch
Highlands, in which latter country Iain Campbell, the great folk-lorist,
Vidensk,.-Selsk. Skritter.
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a huge collection which he called Leabhar na Féinne, or the Book

of the Fenians,«
»The Lochlannach, or Norsemen,« Dr, Hyde continues, »figure very
largely in these poems, and it is quite evident that most of them —
at least in the modern form in which we now have them — are postNorse productions.«
Dr. Hyde believes that the Norsemen have greatly
influenced and transformed the Ossianic poems.
In many of them we
can even find reminiscences of the rule of the Norsemen in Ireland and
Scotland, and of great events which happened during that time.
One poem is particularly interesting, and contains numerous reminiscences of the Norsemen, namely, the Ballad of king Magnus Bare-foot.
The expedition of Magnus — that viking who came into the world too
late
— assumed gigantic proportions in the imagination of the Irish, and grew
to be an event that overshadowed all other contests between the Norsemen and the Irish,
From the Manx and the Irish chronicles we also
get the impression that the arrival of Magnus caused great stir and
terror, and that the Irish were convinced that Magnus would try to
conquer Erin.
A short time after the death of Magnus, the Irish must already have
made verses about his expedition.
Little by little, however, the historic
tradition assumed a fictitious and romantic character.
King Magnus was
absorbed by the Ossianic cycle, which has also devoured so many other
historical events.
Magnus Barefoot became a contemporary of Finn
and Oisin. The Lay of Magnus, however, contains many historical facts
and many features, which we do not find elsewhere; but from the comparatively historical ballad Magnus again passes into Scotch and Irish
fairy-tales, where everything becomes fiction, and nearly all historic
reminiscences disappear.
Only a few features from reality which are
not to be found in the ballad, are curiously enough in preserved the
fairy-tales of Magnus.
According to D’Arbois de Jubainville, there are two Irish ballads of
Magnus.! The one is called Comhrac Maghnuis mhie righ Lochlainn,
i. e. »The fight of Magnus, son of the king of Lochlanne.
The MS
seems to be preserved Dublin, but is not published. The other ballad
is called Laoidkh Maghnuts moir, righ Lochlainn, i.e.
»Lay of Magnus
the Great, king of Lochlann«. The lay is found in eleven MSS from the
18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries, the most ancient version
dating from 1726.
This poem has been published and translated by
}

Catalogue

de la littérature

épique

d'Irlande,

pp,

97

and

164.
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Miss Brooke, in her »Reliques of Irish Poetry« (Dublin, 1789).
A
Scotch version was published by Gillies in 1786; but I have not been
able to get hold of this book.
Campbell, in his »Tales of the West
Highlands« (III, p. 346), gives a rendering of a prose tale called «Manuso,
and quotes the first stanzas of a lay of Magnus (p. 362),
Dr. Stern, who has written an excellent paper, »Die Ossianischen
Heldenlieder« is of opinion that the Lay of Magnus, in its modern form,
dates from the 17th century. }
The lay that has been published by Miss Brooke begins with a
colloquy between Ojisin and Saint Patrick. The poet relates that Magnus
with a large »fleet of variegated ships«. lands on the coast of Erin. Finn
sends the bard Fergus to ask who the strangers are. They answer (p. 44 etc.):
»Mac-Mehee,? of the crimson
Fierce

Magnus

heads

shields,

our bands,

Who Lochlin’s mighty sceptre wields
And mighty hosts commands«.
Finn asks:
»Why does he thus our coasts explore
And hither lead his power?
If peace conducts him to our shore,
He comes in happy hour,
The furious Magnus swift replied,
With fierce and haughty boast,
(The king whose navy’s speckled
Defied our martial host).

pride

»I] comes (he cried) »from Comhal's son&
A hostage to obtain;
And, as the meed of conquest won,
His spouse and dog to gain.
»His
His
Let
My
'

2

Zeitschrift

3

fur verglcichende

»Mac-Meheea
Magnus

Bran, whose fleetness mocks the wind,
spouse of gentle love:
them be now to me resign’d,
mightier arm to proves.

(Mac

has received

i.e. Finn,

an

Litteraturgeschichte.

Meidhig)

this surname,

probably
I do

not

denotes
know,

»the

Son

of Meath«.

But why
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Fergus brings this message to Finn, who exclaims:
»Oh!

first shall cease

And

useless

And

low

this vital breath,

be this blade;

in earth,

and

cold

in death,

This arm be powerless laid«.
The hero Goll swears:
»You king, whose ships of many waves
Extend along our coast,
Who thus thy power insulting braves,
And dares our gallant hoste.
»Soon

shall this arm

his

fate decide,

And by this vengeful blade,
Shall that fierce head of gloomy
In humble dust be laid«.

pride

Osgar cries:
»Soon his
My valiant
And their
His isle of
But

twelve Judges’ tribe before
troop shall flee;
proud king shall fall, no more
boars to see«.

Finn declares that he himself will meet » White Norway's King«. !

At length we see grey morning
Upon its early dew;
And

the first dawn

Gives
Before

of eastern

rise
skies

Lochlin’s host to view.
us, on

the crowded

shore,

Their gloomy standard rose,
And many a chief their navy bore,
And many a princely foe.
And many a
And coat of
And warlike
To guard or
1

Miss
(p.

Brooke
275,

translates

L. 18):

proud and bossy shield,
martial mail,
arms of proof they wield,
to assail.

wrongly

(p.

righ fiennlochlann

§1)

»Dark

(the king

Norway’s

of White

king«;

Lochlann).

but

the original has
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And many a sword with studs engraved
In golden pomp was there;
And many a silken standard waved
Its splendid pride in air. 1

the

Finn raises his standard, the celebrated Gadl-grena (the Image of
Sun) and meets the Norwegians with his hosts. The battle begins.
It results in the fight and fall of most of the Norwegians.
At last
»Through the ranks of fight
White Norway’s king, and Comhal’s
Rush’d

forth, like flame,

son,

to fight.

As when two sinewy sons of flame
At the dark

anvil meet;

With thundering sound, and ceaseless aim
Their mighty hammers beat.
Such
Such
Such
And

are the fierce contending kings!
strokes their fury sends;
thunder from their weapons rings,
sparkling flame ascends.

At Jast Magnus has to bite the dust, and lies bound beneath

Finn.

Then, base of soul, bald Conan spoke
»Hold now the King of Spears,?
Till, with one just and vengeful stroke,
T ease our future fears!«
But the generous Finn will not allow the base Conan to kill Magnus.
On the contrary, he releases the king upon his promise never again to
invade Erin. Magnus swears:
»O! never more my arm, through
Against thee, Finn, shali rise!
O! never such ungrateful strife
Shall Mehee’s son devise!
1

life,

The Irish always admired the superior armour and weapons of the Norsemen
description of the Battle of Clontarf in Cogadh Gaedhel).
3 The original has Maghnus ma n-lann, »Magnus of swords«,

(cf. the
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And O! that on their hills of snow
My youths had still remain’d,
Nor thus against a generous foe
Unprosperous war mantain'’d!«
Thus ends the ballad which Miss Brooke has published and translated.
But there also exists another ending to the ballad. Dr. Stern
says in his paper on the Ossianic poems:
»Den von der Volkssage an
diese Ballade angekniipften Treubruch des Konig Magnus hat Kennedy
in eignen Versen angehangt«e.
I have not been able to get hold of
Kennedy’s edition, which seems to date from the end of the 18th century. But the last part of his Lay of Magnus is printed in the »Report
of the Committee of the Highland Society of Scotland,« 1805 (p. 331
et seq.). The verses may be Kennedy’s own, but I hardly think so. I
suppose that they have only been »improvede by him.
At any rate
Kennedy’s ballad ends in a way that corresponds far better with the
historical facts than the Lay of Magnus that Miss Brooke has published
At all events Kennedy’s conclusion must originally have belonged to the
ballad.
Like Miss Brooke, Kennedy relates that Magnus is captured and
again released by the generous Finn. Then he goes on to relate that
Magnus

and

his

fleet

leave

Ireland;

but

prevail on him to alter his course, and
eft, to renew the attack upon Erin«.

on

the

steer

way

home,

for the shore

his

men

they

had

The hosts offered an advice
To the great Manos! of successful ships
To trace back their way upon ocean
To meet the chiefs of Inisphail (i. e. Ireland).
So the heroes returned by their fifties fierce,
And loud was their noise on the strand.
The battle is renewed,
Manos,

leader

but fate is against Manos
of the host,

has

and his men.

fallen,

Like a fiery meteor in the firth of currents.
Except a man who sought his peace
Or who took protection under our shield,
None of the followers of Lochlin’s king
Returned
'

The

King

is here

called

to his own
A/anos,

a more

land.
modern

form

of Magnus.
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The Scotch Lay of Magnus seems to have been very much like
the Irish version.
Campbell only quotes the beginning, where Magnus
is called
«Blood-spilling Manus, the generous one,
Beithe’s king’s son, of the red shields, (Mac righ Beith nan sciath dearg)
High king of Lochlann, chief of the bravee, !
In spite of all anachronisms, the Lay of Magnus contains many
historical elements. The hero is called Maghnus mor, i. e. Magnus the
Great, which shows how celebrated the king must have been in the
British Isles In Norway, his grandfather, Harald Haardraade, and his son
Sigurd, had a greater fame; but in Ireland and Scotland it was otherwise.
In these countries, Magnus Barefoot was better known than any other
Norwegian king.
The name »King of the Red Shieldse (na n-sciath dearg), given
to Magnus, refers to the fact that the Norsemen very often used red
shields.
Red shields are often mentioned in the Edda poems and ~
sagas and must have been characteristic of the Norsemen,?
Ordericus
Vitalis relates that on approaching Anglesey, Magnus hoisted a red shield
on the mast as a token of peace (rubrum scutum, quod signum pacis erat,
super malum navis erexit).8
And Giraldus Cambrensis mentions that _
the

Norsemen,

when

they

made

their

last attack

upon

Dublin,

carried

red, round, iron-bound shields (c/ipets guogue rotundis et rubris circulariter ferro munitis).4
The other surnames of Magnus — »King of
Swords« and »the Great Manos of Successful Ships« and »of the victorious pursuits and exploits« 5 — are also interesting, and show that
Magnus has long been remembered as the great naval hero and warrior.
But it is a still more interesting fact that the Norwegians are called the
» Twelve Judges Tribe« (clan an da chomhairleach dheac).
Comhatrliche
signifies a »counsellor« or »judge« and probably has both meanings, being
derived from comarle which in Old Irish signifies both »counsel« and »resolutione. Miss Brooke compares this with Odin’s twelve judges in Heims1

Campbell, Ill, p. 364. Campbell suggests that Beith denotes Bergen. My father, Professor Sophus Bugge, explains Beith in the same way.
He points out that def#h in
Gaelic means »birch, birch-treee,
When the Gaels heard the name Bergen (Ayorgvin)
they probably associated this with the Norse dork »birche and rendered it by Beith.
Seth iz also the name of the letter 4 in the Irish alphabet, and as such is a trans-

3
8

lation of Seore (i e. birch), the Anglo-Saxon name of the Rune
Cf, Helgakvida Hundingsbana, Il, 33.
Munch, »Det norske folks historiee, II, 517.

4

Giraldi

5

Report of the Highland

Cambrensis

Opera,

V,

264

Society,

(in Roll’s

Series),

1805, p. 331.

4,
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kringla (c. 2). »East of Tanakvisl in Asia was a country called Aasland
or Aasheim,
But the chief castle was called Aasgard,
In the castle
there was a chieftain named Odin; there was a celebrated place of
sacrifice, It was custom there that twelve temple-priests (hofgodar)
were the highest. They had to manage the sacrifices, and to
judge between men«.
This legend in Heimskringla is also connected
with Ireland in other ways.
Snorre goes on to relate that Odin, when
parting with his men used to put his hands on their heads, and give them
éjannak.
This word, as my father, Professor Sophus Bugge, informs
me, is of Irish origin, and corresponds to the Irish deannachd, »benedictione.
The fabulous Gautrek’s Saga also relates (c. 7) that «Grane of the
Horse-hair (Hrosshdrsgrani) and Starkad found a clearing in the wood,
where they saw a crowd of people, and the court (ping) was
opened,
Eleven men were sitting there on chairs, but the twelfth chair
was unoccupied.
Hrosshdrsgrani sat down on the twelfth chair.
Then
all saluted Odin«,
(Hrosshdrsgrani was a human apparition of Odin).
Saxo informs us that Ragnar Lodbrok had duodectm comites and that
he made it a law that duodecim patres approbati in the last appeal,
should decide all lawsuits.1
According to the old Norwegian laws, twelve men sat as judges
in private tribunals, and the twelve best men from each lagthing took
part in the election of a new king.2 The /ggretta always consisted of
three dozen

—

or, in the Isle of Man

—

two

dozen members.

Of these

two or three dozen, one dozen has probably acted at a time.
The duodecimal system was characteristic of all Norsemen, gods
as well as human beings, not only in Norway and Iceland, but also —
as we may see — in their settlements in Ireland. This organisation,
with

which

the

Celts

were

not

familiar,

must

have

struck the Irish as

something peculiar to the Norsemen.
This is the reason why they call
the Norwegians the »Twelve Judges Tribe«.
This epithet also shows
that the original Lay of Magnus must have been written“ before the
English conquered the Norse kingdoms in Ireland and abolished their
institutions and by a poet who was probably acquainted with the Norsemen and their social conditions himself.
On the other hand the poet has no very clear conception of
Lochlann (Norway).
He believes that King Magnus, in his native land,

1
2

Saxo Grammaticus (Miller’s ed.), I, 447 and 456.
Hertzberg »Glossar til Norges gamle Lovee, Vg; dimr 2 a & ¢ , and £6If.
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hunts the wild bear and the brown deer; but at the same time he also
mentions Lochlann’s chills of snow«.
The historical facts in the lay refer to the last expedition of Magnus
1102. The Manx Chronicle relates that Magnus sent his shoes to the
high-king of Erin, Murchad, ordering him to wear them on_ his
shoulders on Christmas Day in the presence of his ambassadors, as
a token of subjection.
This roused the indignation of the Irish; but
Murchad resorted to a safer expedient, and replied that he would sooner
not only wear, but even eat Magnus’s shoes, than see him destroy a single
province of Ireland.!
Instead of this, Magnus, in the ballad, claims
Finn’s wife and dog. — It is a common feature in popular legends that
one king demands the wife of the other; and in Irish legends, dogs play
a very important part. — After this, the ballad, as will be remembered,
goes on to relate that Magnus is defeated and captured. But the generous Finn releases him, and Magnus swears never again to come to
Ireland. Magnus breaks his promise, however, returns to Erin, and falls
with all his men. The sagas and chronicles relate that at first Magnus
acted as Murchad’s friend, and married his son Sigurd to Murchad’s
daughter.
Subsequently the friendship was broken.
Murchad’s young
daughter was sent back to her father, and Magnus fell during an expedition to Munster, on the 5th August, 1103. Magnus’s breach of faith
in the ballad,

his

to this.
With

passage

lost

its

the
historic

return

to Ireland,

his

defeat

and

fall, probably

of time, the tradition of Magnus

stamp,

and

its

hero

has

become

a

refer

has completely
mythical

figure.

Campbell, for instance, mentions a ballad (III, pp. 364—369) in which
Finn and his men are treacherously invited by Manus to Lochlann.
Finally Manus is slain, and Finn marries his daughter. This ballad was
already known to the compiler of the Book of Howth in the 16th century.?
In the 18th century, or probably even earlier, Magnus also passed
into the celebrated legend of the »Fate of the Children of Usnech«.8
Magnus in the translation of D’Arbois de Jubainville, is called »Mané &
la main rouge, fils du roi de Norvége«,
Magnus is here confounded
with the Celtic personal name Mané, which, as the name of another
hero, appears in an older version of the legend of Usnech.
The son of
Usnech
!

The

has
Manx

killed

the

Chronicle,

father
A.

1og8

and
[Munch

brothers

of the Norse

prince,

has proved that the year was not 1098, but

Lion].
p.

154, note

Mané;

1

Stern,

§

D'Arbois de Jubainville »Cours de la littérature celliques, V, p. 277, etc.
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the latter is therefore the only man who is willing to kill the sons of
Usnech, who have been captured by Conchobar.
In Campbell’s collection, there is a most curious story about Magnus. !
There was a king of Lochlann who had two sons. Oireal was the name
of one, and Jarlaid of the other.
Jarlaid married the daughter of the
King of Greece, and Oireal married the daughter of Sgiath Sgial, King
of the Arcuinn, — Arcuinn, as Campbell suggests, probably means the
Orkneys. — The son of Oireal was called Manus, ? and Eochaid was a
name given to the son of [arlaid.
Manus was brought up with the daugther of the King of Greece. »She
took Manus in with herself, and she set her own son on a beautiful sunny
single-stemmed
After

many

hill, where

vicissitudes,

he could
Manus

see every

man,

at last becomes

and

King

no man him.« 8
of Lochlann,

lives in »old Bergena,
In this legend there are many

fabulous and foreign elements.

cousin

married

of

Manus,

for

instance,

is

to

»the swift March

and

The
wind«.

Manus has scostly coloured belts on his left side, with which might
be won the love of a young woman, and the liking of maidens«.4 —
This feature is probably derived from the beauty-belt of Venus. —
On

his

way

home,

after

many

adventures,

Manus

meets

a sea-fog

on the ocean.
From this dilemma he is relesed by the »speckled ship
of the son of Valcan Smith«. 5 — This Valcan (Bkalcan) Smith is probably
the Roman

god, Vulcanus;

but

in this tale he has

become

a sea-god.—

When Manus came to Old Bergen he saw a cloth hanging down
from the gable of the house.
»What is the use of that cloth?t« he
asked.
»It is«, said his companion, who had been the armourer of
Manus’s grandfather, »that when thou spreadest it to seek food and
drink, thou wilt get as thou usest.
There is another virtue in it. If
a foe should meet thee, he would kiss the back of thy fist«.@ —
This »Cloth, be laid!« has nothing to do with the plot of the tale.
It corresponds with features in Norwegian tales, e, g. »Kari Trastak«
(Katherine with the wooden petticoat),
»Cloth, be laid!« has probably migrated from Norway to Scotland with the story of »Kari Tre-

‘

Campbell,

2
§

Manus is a later and more modern form
This description recalls Hlidskjalf, where

an

4

IH, pp

350~363.

Campbell, Ill, p, 351.
Campbell,
Ill, 354.
Campbell, III, 358.
Campbell, IH, 355.

of the name Magnus.
Odin sat and looked out over the whole world,
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it has passed

historical reminiscences in

the story. Manus is always followed by two tame lions, and the device
on his shield is a lion.? The Saga of Magnus Barefoot relates that in
the battle where he lost his life, Magnus had a shield bearing the device
of a lion, and that his coat was adorned with two embroidered lions,
one in front and the other behind. These two lions on the coat have
turned into the two lions following him. — It may be remembered that
in the legend, a lion always follows the Saxon duke, Henry the Lion. —
The legend of Manus also relates that the daughter of the King ot
Greece asks the earl of Fiughaidh to give his daughter in marriage to
Manus,
The earl, however, answers, »My daughter is not of age to
marry yet, and Manus is not of age to marrys,
»Well«, said the
daughter of the king of Greece, »house or heap thou shalt not have
upon my land unless thou pivest thy daughter to him«. The earl thought
that it was useless for him to refuse her, and Manus and the daughter
of the earl of Fiughaidh were married to one another.’ This is probably
a reminiscence of the historical fact, that Sigurd, the son of Magnus
Barefoot, when a boy, was married to king Murchad’s daughter, Biadmuin.
My impression of the legend of Magnus is briefly as follows.
Shortly after the death of Magnus, an Irish bard must have composed
a

ballad

on

his

expedition

to

the

British

Isles.

The

historical

ballad,

however, must early have become a part of the all-absorbing cycle of
traditions about Finn and Ojisin.
Magnus became a contemporary of
the Fenian

heroes,

historical elements

In this oldest

version

are still preserved;

of the ballad,

however,

many

but in course of time, the historical

King Magnus gradually disappeared, and was transformed into a legendary personage without any trace of its historical prototype.
In the 16th
century this transformation had already taken place, and probably in
the 17 century, Magnus (or Manus) has passed into the legend of the
Sons of Usneche,
Besides
tioned

the Lay of Magnus,

in several

Ossianic

ballad

other
has

& Moe,

Ossianic poems.

been

1

Asbjernsen

3
3

Campbell, Ill, 355, et seq.
Campbell, Ill, 352.

Norway

Norske

found.

The

Folkeeventyr,

and

Norsemen

are also men-

In the Isle of Man, only a single
hero

2 ed.,

of

p. 442.

this

ballad

is

»Young
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instigation of Finn’s fair daughter and
a corruption of the Norwegian name

Gudradr), a common

name in the Royal race of the

Isle of Man.
The Scoeth ballad of the »Invasion of Ireland by Erragone relates
how the »Queen of Lochlann of Brown Shields« has coneived a strong
passion for the long-haired Aldo of arms.
Her husband, Erragon, son of
»Annir of Ships», wishes to take vengeance on his wife’s lover. He
sails to Ireland with his fleet.
Finn in vain tries to soften his anger.
The battle begins, and continues, without cessation, for eight days. But,
upon the ninth day, Goll took the head of the king of Lochlann of the
Brown Shields,?
Whether this ballad refers to any historical events, I
cannot

say.

Among the Fianna who were drowned by »Lorcan’s bramble-bushe,
the so-called »Colloquy of the Ancients« mentions Aralt (i. e. Harold)
son of the King of Scotland, Diure (i. e. the Norse name Dyre), Barrae and
Islai, the king of northern

Lochlann’s

three

sons,

and

Samaise,

Arthur

and Inbeir, three sons of the ga//ghaedhel or »Norse-gaele from beyond. ?
The

sway

of the

Norsemen

in Erin,

and

in the

Hebrides

and

the

Isle of Man, has also left its traces in many other ancient and modern
tales and sagas, Professor Zimmer, through his works, has thrown a new
light upon this subject. Zimmer says in his paper »Ueber die friihesten
Beriihrungen der Iren mit den Nordgermanen« (p. 34):
»The notion of
a giant is expressed in all Irish and Gaelic dialects by the same word,
fomors,
Even

This
in

the

word
oldest

has

also another

Irish sagas,

meaning,

namely, a »sea-robbere.

the terror-struck

Irish describe

the tall,

gigantic figures of the Norsemen,
From this, Zimmer rightly concludes
that the conception of a »Fomor« originates from the Viking age, This
theory is confirmed by Dr. Joyce in his »Old Celtic Romances« (p. 405),
where he says:
»Fomor, the simple form of this word, means, according
to the old etymologists, a sea-robber. The word is also used to denote a
giant or a gigantic champion.
The Fomorians of Irish History were searobbers,

who

infested

the coasts,

and

indeed

the interior of Ireland, for a

long series of years, and at one time fortified themselves in Tory Island.
They are stated to have come from Lochlann in the north of Europes.
'

A.

W,

Moore

»Manx

Ballads

and

Musice,

p. XVII

and

pp.

2—5,

Douglas

1896,

2 O'Grady, Silva Gadelica, Il, p, 211, et seq.
8 Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, I (Antiquities), pp. 832—85.
For other poems
in which Norway and Norsemen play a part, cf. D’Arbois de Jubainville, Catalogue
de

ta liltérature

épique

d'Irlande,

pp.

115,

206,

220,
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But this is not enough to explain the meaning of a Fomor.
The
Fomorians are always of a superhuman size, their figure is badly proportioned and clumsy, and they are often stupid and easily duped.
I
am inclined to believe that the Irish have heard from the Norsemen
tales of their giants (jotzar), and that the idea of Fomorians has been
developed through a confusion of Giants and Vikings. The memory of
the old Berserks has perhaps also contributed to form the picture, What
Zimmer relates from the Book of Leinster about Cuchulinn is namely,
that he

»in der Wutverzerrum

grésser wurde als ein fornor na fer mara

(fomor of the sons of the sea).!
This »Wutverzerrung« is nothing
more than the fury of the berserks who in their rage became big and
terrible, like trolls and ogres.
In many legends about Fomorians we may also find traces of real
historical events.
»Among the ancient Gaelic tales, three were known
as the most sorrowful tales of story-telling, or the »Three Tragic Stories
of Erin«, says Dr. Joyce, »viz. the Fate of the Children of Usna, the
Fate of the Children of Lir, and the Fate of the Children of Turenns,
The last tale is mentioned as early as in Cormac’s Glossary (about A.
D, goo). In the Book of Lecan, which was compiled about 1416, there
is a short account of the celebrated eric-fine imposed on the sons of
Turenn,
The complete story is only found in copies from the 18th
century,? and is translated by Dr. Joyce in his »Celtic Romances« (pp.
34—96).
The beginning especially is of great interest with regard to
our subject:
»When the Dedannans® held sway in Erin, a prosperous freeborn
king ruled over them, whose name was Nuada of the Silver Hand,
In the time of this king, the Fomorians from Lochlann, in the north,
oppressed the Dedannans, and forced them to pay heavy tributes, namely,
a tax on kneading-troughs, a tax on querns, and a tax on baking-flags;
and besides all this, an ounce of gold for each man of the Dedannans.
The tribute had to be paid every year at the Hill of Usna; and if any
one refused or neglected to pay his part, his nose was cut off by the
Fomorian tyrants.
At this time a great fair-meeting was held by the king of Ireland
on the Hill of Usna...........0... A short time after this
1

Zimmer,

4
8

Joyce, »Celtic Romancesc, X—XI,
The Dedannans were a mythical race, who ruled in Erin.

»Keltische

have migrated
abode

Beitrigee,

to Lochlann

in Ireland

(Joyce,

I,

whence

p. 401).

they

came,

through

From Greece they are said to
Scotland,

to their

final place of
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they saw another company approaching; they were grim and fierce and
surly-looking; namely the tax-gatherers of the Fomorians, to the number
of nine nines, who were coming to demand their yearly tribute from the
men of Erin.
When they reached the place were the king sat, the
entire assembly — the king himself among the rest — rose up before
them.
For the whole Dedannan race stood in great dread of these
Fomorian

tax-collectors;

so much-so

that

no

man dared even to chastise

his own son without first seeking their consents.
In this description we have a vivid picture of the sway of the Norsemen in Erin. And what is more interesting, the description corresponds
closely with the picture which the old Chronicle, Cogadh Gaedhel, gives
of the tyranny of the Norsemen about the midle of the tenth century:
»Such was the oppressiveness of the tribute and rent of the foreigners
over all Erin at large and generally, that there was a king from them over
every territory, a chief over every chieftainry, an abbot over every church,
a steward over every village, and a soldier in every house, so that none
of the men of Erin had power to give even the milk of his cow, nor as
much as a single clutch of eggs in succour or in kindness to an aged
man, or to a friend, but was forced to preserve them for the foreign
steward, or bailiff, or soldier.
And though there were but one milkgiving cow in the house. her owners durst not milk her for an infant of
one

night,

nor

for

a sick

person,

but

must

keep

her for the steward,

or bailiff, or soldier. And though there were but one milk-giving cow in
the house, she durst not be milked for an infant of one night, nor for a
sick person, but must be kept for the steward. or bailiff, or soldier of
the foreigners. And, however long he might be absent from the house,
his share or his supply must not be lessened; although there was in the
house but one cow, it must be killed for the meal of one night, if a
supply could not be otherwise procured.
And the most fit person of the
family was obliged to take wages, the day on which he embarked on
board ship with his lord, and he must be supplied with provision, as if
he were at home. And an ounce of Findrun (a mixture of gold and
silver) for every nose, besides the royal tribute afterwards every year;
and he who had not the means of paying it, he was compelled to go
into slavery, or else his nose was cut offe,!
1

Cogadh
an

Gaedhel,

ounce

of gold

Hereupon
A

screapall

pp.

49-51.

for each

The Book of Rights (Leabhar na Ceart) also mentions

nose

as a tribute

among

the Norsemen

in Dublin

(p. 229):

the host brought to him (i. e, St. Patrick)
(a coin

used

by

the ancient

An ounce for each nose besides. —
And a screapall of gold for each man,

Irish) for each

man,

an ounce

of gold,

—
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The tradition of the tyranny of the Norsemen in Ireland, as described
in the

»War

of the

Gaedhil

with

the

Gaill«<,

must

have

been

in exis-

tence for centuries, The resemblance between the old historical chronicle and the many centuries younger, mythical tale cannot be accidental,
especially as they both relate that the Irish had to pay an ounce of
gold or Findrun (for each man or nose), if not, their nose was cut off
by the Norse (or Fomorian) tyrants. There must be a connection; but
whether this is only literary, or is due to common tradition, I will not
venture to decide,
The memory of the sway of the Norsemen seems in the same way,
up to the present, to have been preserved by Gaelic popular tales. A
legend in Campbell's »Popular Tales of the West Highlandse (III, p. 331)
begins:
»There was a king on a time over Eirinn, to whom the cess
which the Lochlanners had laid on Alba and on Eirinn was grievous.
They

were

coming

on

his own

realm,

in harvest

and

summer

to feed

themselves on his goods; and they were brave, strong men, eating and
spoiling as much as the Scotch and Irish were making ready for another
year,<« —

That

the

Norsemen

used

to come

in harvest

and

summer

to

the British Isles is a recollection of the real circumstances.
The Vikings
nearly always left their home at the end of the spring and went in for
plundering during the summer. — Thus among the Norsemen in the
Hebrides,

a very

common

name

traveller, summer-viking.«

but

only

signified

the summer.

The

was

Sumarlidi,

Somerled

a viking
Pictish

who

originally

Somerled,

»a summer-

was not a personal name,

used to come to the British Isles in

Chronicle,

for

instance,

speaks

of »the fleet

of the Somerledse (classis Somarlidiorum).. —
In other of Campbell's

tales too, there are Norse

elements,

e. g. in

the long and rather incoherent tale of Conall Gulban,? son of Niall of
the Nine Hostages. The king of Lochlann plays a part in this tale,
and one of its heroes is lJomhar Mac Righ na Hirtbhi, which Campbell rightly translates as »Ivar, son of the King of Bergens.
He is a
suitor for the hand of the princess of Lochlann (Norway).
Professor Zimmer has proved that in the old Irish Sagas, there are
traces of the old Scandinavian custom borrowed from the Vikings, of
two men mingling their blood, and becoming sworn brothers.’ In the
tale of Conall Gulban, there are also references to the same custom.

1 Skene,

Chronicles

of the Picts

and

Scots,

p.

10.

Vid.-Selsk. Skrifter.

H.-F. Kl.

No. 5, 1800,

to

2 Campbell, Ill, pp. 185--251.
8 Zimmer, Keltische Beitrage, I, pp. 306—308.
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Conall had a fight with another hero, Avas Ormanach (i. e. Norse Soldier?).
At last Avas was defeated.
»Duanach gave the cords to Conall, and
Conall bound the Avas Ormanach.
He gave his oath to him, under the
edge of his set of arms, that he was a beloved comrade for ever; and
any stroke he might strike that he would strike it with him, and that he
would not strike a stroke against him«. After this, Avas Ormanach was
Conall’s faithful comrade on his expeditions, and by his aid he married
the king of Lochlann’s daughter. This description must refer to the sworn
brotherhood of the old Norsemen, because the Celts knew of no such custom.
I

feel

even

inclined

to

think

that

in

this

tale of Conall

Gulban,

there are parts which must originally have been related in the Norse
language. The following is an instance,
»The king of Eirinn and his
two sons went on board of a ship, and they hoisted the speckled flapping
sails up against the tall tough masts; and they sailed the ship fiulpande
fiullande«.! Even the old Irish sagas, when describing the sailing of
princes, use words and expressions borrowed from the Norse, and the
tale of the Sons of Turenn relates that the Fomorians of Lochlann
vhoisted their many-coloured, speckled sails, and sailed from the harbour
into the great sea«. And the two last words, which Campbell is unable
to translate, seem clearly to be of Norse origin, misinterpretations of
Norse present participles.
When I had discovered this, my father, Professor Sophus Bugge,
furnished me with the following notes:
»They sailed the ship fixdpande fiullande presupposes a Norwegian
expression sigldu ship kvelvande fyllande (Old Norse hvelfanda fyllanda)
i. e, »they sailed the ship so that she was in the act of upsetting and
being filled.c Old Norse Avelfir skipinu means »the ship upsets«,
In
Faroe the expression is still used ddturin Avelvdist.
In fiulpande the
Old Norse dv is expressed by f; cf. Irish faras = Old Norse Avar es
(Cogadh Gaedhel, p. 174), and Fiuét == Hvitr (Book of Leinster).«
The most vivid picture of a naval viking-expedition, and one of the
most interesting descriptions of the life of the old Norsemen in the
countries round the Irish Sea, we get in the Lay of Castle Sween
(Catsteal Suzbhne) in the Dean of Lismore’s Book.2 The Book of Lismore is a collection of ancient, mostly Highland, Ballads which have
been collected and written down by Sir James Macgregor, Dean of Lis1 Campbell, HI, p. 199.
2 The Dean of Lismore's Book, ed. and transl. by the Rev. Thomas M’Lauchlan with
an introduction by William F. Skene, Edinburgh, 1862, pp. 115—117.
The ballad
has also been translated by G, Sigerson in his Bards of the Gael and Gall, London,

1597, pp. 185—189.
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more, in the beginning of the 16th century, probably about 1512. The
Lay of Castle Sween is said to have been composed by the blind Arthur
Mac Gurkich. When this blind poet lived, the Editor of the Book of
Lismore does not know.
He was an Irish bard and wrote in the
Irish dialect. The ballad contains many ancient and obsolete words, and
dates, I should think, from the 13th century, or perhaps earlier. Dr.
Sigerson is of opinion that the ballad has been composed before
the English conquest of Ireland, 1170—71.1 The hero of the ballad is
John Mac Sweeney, member of a tribe that lived partly in Ulster or in
the Hebrides, and partly on the peninsula Cantire in Scotland, where
they had a castle. The place-names which occur in the poem are still
found, e. g. Catsteal Suibhne (now Castle Swin) and Chnapadal (now
Knapdale) in Cantire. The name Knapdale is of Norse origin, and must
originally have been called Knappadalr. — The same place-name is
also found in Iceland and nappr (a button) likewise forms the first part
of Norwegian place-names.2 —- The enemy has conquered Castle Sween.
The

Irish

Mac

Sweeneys

therefore,

under

command

of John,

cross the

sea on their splendid ship, and land at Knapdale, where they are received
with welcome by the Scotch Mac Sweeneys.
They fight a furious
battle, defeat the enemy, and regain Castle Sween.
This is the story of
the ballad. But the most interesting part is the description of the ship
and the sailing.
The warriors on board the ship are noble Norsemen:
»Norse and
nobles are they all« (Lochklynnych is armyn eaid), They are tall and
fair-haired like all Norsemen, and not dark and small like Celts.
»Tall
Our
Nor
Than

men urge the ship and steer
light, leaping, valiant van.
could Erin braver show
this fair-haired battle band.«

They wear black iron armour and brown belts and have costly swords:
»Coats

of black

the warriors

wear,

_

Broad the brown belts that they bear.
Sword-hilts gold and iv’ry gleam
On our bark with banners high.«
The

editor,

the

Rev.

Thos.

M’Lauchlan,

is of opinion

that the

poem

is more

modern,

to

because the Mac Sweeneys are not a very ancient tribe in Ulster (they are not mentioned earlier than in the 14th century), But this is no evidence. Internal reasons
seem to prove that the poem dates from a time when Norsemen still ruled in the
Hebrides.
Kaalund,

Beskrivelse

af Island;

O.

Rygh,

Norske

Gaardnavne,

Introduction,
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gold

among the bardse, and

»No hardened hands, no tightened belt,
Nor roughened by their usual toil;
Heroes were there, nor did they labour.
We heard not of so many nobles,
Of our isle from labour free.«
On board the ship there are also bards.
landed on the shore

a singing

conflict

of Knapdale, he was

between

the

bards

met

When John
with

song, and

Mac Sweeny
there

arose

on the ship and those on shore:

»The men of Alba's isles then come
With welcome from the narrow sea.
The men who sweetest are to sing,
Tenfold welcomes to him bring.
For

a while

Between

there was

a conflict,

them and our men

of song.«

The ship itself was equipped quite like the ships of the ancient Norwegians.
»Shields on their hooks hung round the sides.< In the same
way Helgakvisa Hundingsbana I. describes the ship of Helgi: drast rond
wid rond, reru vikingar.
And the Gokstadship had also, we can see,
shields round its sides, The sails were purple and speckled and »purple
linen was round each mast.<
On the slyftinge or poop of the ship,
sat fair women on spotted cushions. The ship was laden when the tide
was full with
»Wattled baskets full of swords;
With shields all brought on board the bark.«
The description of the ship calls to mind the Haraldskugdi,
the vikings from the British Ises come to Hafrsfiord:
Kuerrir komu austan
happs of lystir
meds ginundum hofdum
ok grofnum tinglem,

where
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Filainir vdru kolsa
ok huttra skjalda
vigra vestroenna
ok Valskra sverda.
»Ships came from the East,
ready for war
with grinning heads
and carved beaks.
Laden were they with warriors
and white shields,
Western spears
and swords from Valland.«
Several words and metaphors of the lay are also of Norse origin,
or resemble Norse expressions. The warriors on board the ship are
called »Norse and nobles« (locklynnych is armyn). The word armann
is of Norse origin, and denotes a chieftain, a noble warrior.
One
might suppose that the word is derived from Old Norse hermadr
(warrior); but Norse 4er- is in Irish rendered by er-, not by ar- (e. g.
Herulfr — Erulbk). \rish armann is derived from Old Norse érmaar, i.e.
a steward, especially of royal estates, who also performed some public
functions, The drmenn were often of low birth, and were looked upon
with contempt. But in Ireland their position must have been much higher.
Among the Dublin chieftains killed in 1103 was Beollan Armann, and
at the taking of Waterford in 1170, the English captured Gillemaire
armand an diin, i. e. the officer of the fortress.1 Among other words
of Norse origin may be mentioned bordaibh »on board« (from Old
Norse ord).
The poet calls the ships »the riders of the wavese (Marketch yth
vacktych nyth tonnytk), This metaphor is very much like the Norse »kennings«. The Edda, as well as the Icelandic skalds, often calls the ships
the »shorses of the seac, e. g. segivigg eru svetta stokkin# sthe sail-steeds
are in a bath of sweat«. — The sails are compared to the » wide-spread wings«
of a bird. In like manner ancient Norse poems often compare the ship
tself to a bird. — The chieftain assails the enemy »just as a slender,
1 Four

Masters,

2 Reginsm4l,

16.

1103

and

1170;

cf. Muoch,

»Det

sorske Folks Historiee,

Il, p. 550.
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the landing

to a strophe

in

in the bay

Helgakvita

of Knap-

Hundingsbana

(I, 27):
Sud bré styrir
stafntioldum af,
at mildinga
mengt vakdt,
ok doglingar
dagsbrin sid,
ok siklingar
sneru upp vid tré
vefnistingum
4 Varinsfirdi1
»Sail

the ship, John

son

of Sween,

On the Ocean’s fierce-topped
Raise

aloft the vessel’s

back;

mast,

Let thy bark now test the sea!
A leading wind then for them rose,
At Kyle Aca? as rose the tide.
The speckled sails were roundly bellied,
As John ran swiftly for the land.
We entered the cheerful anchorage
In the bay of fruitful Knapdale.«
Besides

this

Lay

of Castle

Sween,

there

is, as far as I know,

only

one other ancient Irish tale where a naval viking-expedition is described at such length, and that is the Battle of Ross na Rig (Cath Ruts
na Rig). But Prof. Zimmer has amply proved that the whole description of Conchobar’s Norse auxiliaries, his fleet and his sailing on the
ocean, is influenced by Norse tales, and contains many Norse elements.
The Lay of Castle Sween gives us a vivid picture of the life in the
Norse viking-colonies round the Irish Sea in the 12th or 13th century.
1 Vigfusson and York Powell, Corpus
2 Perhaps Kyle Akin in Skye.

Poeticum

Boreale,

I, p.

134.
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We see the noble chieftains who did not labour and whose hands were
not roughened by the usual toil. They were warriors, true descendants
of the ancient vikings, eager for fame and gold, brave, generous, and
fond of song and music. They were half Norsemen, half Celts, and were
influenced by Irish civilisation. They were Gall-Gaedel, »Norse-Gaels«,
as the Irish Annals call the inhabitants of the Hebrides.
The objection might be made that as late as 1200 there were no Norsemen in Ulster where the Editor of the Book of Lismore thinks that the
Mac Sweeneys lived. It is true that no Mac Sweeneys (Mac Suibhne) are
mentioned in Ulster before the 14th century; but they may have
existed there before that time. And besides, I do not feel sure that
the Mac Sweeneys of the ballad lived in Ulster. The ballad calls the
men of John Mac Sweeney »the men of Alba’s islese, i. e. the Hebrides,
and relates their departure in the following words:
»Raise

aloft the vessel’s

masts,

Let thy bark now test the sea.
A leading wind then for them rose,
At Kyle Aca as rose the tide.«
The editor remarks: »Kyle Aca, this cannot be Kyle Akin in Skye,
but is probably the ancient name of the entrance to Loch Sween.<« To
me it seems clear that Kyle Aca is a name of the place whence
John Mac Sweeney and his men departed.
And if so, why not the
present Kyle Akin in Skye? There is no evidence that the entrance to
Loch Sween has ever been called Kyle Aca. This agrees well with the
fact that before the 14th century, Mac Sweeneys lived in the Hebrides. In the year 1034, according to the Annals, a chieftain called
Suibhne mac Cinoetha, ri Gall Goeidel (i.e. Sween son of Cined king of
the Hebrides) died there! The Irish 7 does not necessarily signify
king, but may also mean prince, chieftain.
The above-mentioned
Suibhne or Sween cannot have been supreme king of Man and the Hebrides. He must have been lord of only one of the Hebrides, and why
not of Skye? It seems most likely that Sween, son of Cined, is the ancestor of the Mac Sweeneys of the ballad. This explains why the Mac
Sweeneys are called »Norses. Sween, son of Cined, must have been a
Norse-Gael, and his sons were the same. But even if the Mac Sweeneys
were an Ulsterfamily, this might very well agree with the historical facts,
1 Tig.

1034, Loch

Cé, 1034.
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The annals prove that during the 13th century there was a close connection between Ireland and the Hebrides.
In the year 1209 Totrbheand
(i. e. Old Norse pordjyrn) mac righ Gallgoidel, one of O’Conor’s trusted
servants, was given as a hostage to the English king (F. M.). — He is
also called »Toirberd,

son

of a Gall-Gaedel«.! — In 1212 a fleet from

the

Hebrides plundered Connaught.?
As late as 1251, Magnus Mac Olave
Duff »proposed to raise a force in Ireland to invade the territory of the
king of Norway in the Isle of Man.«8 — And about the year 1280, there
lived »at the end of the world in Irelande (probably in Kerry) a chieftain called Maurice Macotere (i. e. son of Ottar, a Norse name) who,
as we can see, considered himself an Ostman and not an Irishman.4
Round the coasts of Erin, and especially along the Irish Sea, there were
Gall-Gaedels,

»Norse-Gaels«,

who

lived

as vikings,

as their heathen

an-

cestors had done for centuries.
The Lay of Castle Sween contains a mixture of Norse and Irish
elements.
The description of the ship and the warriors is Norse, but
the garb of the poem is Irish, Like all Celtic poetry, the lay is rich
in language and full of metaphors, among which the real action nearly
disappears. The poem itself, it seems to me, is a product of the GallGaedel

spirit and

the mixed, half Norse,

half Celtic race round the coasts

of the Irish Sea,
Norse elements have passed into Gaelic legend and tradition in the
course of centuries. The oldest name for Norway in the Irish sagas is,
as Dr. Todd5 and Zimmer in his epoch-making studies,® have proved, perhaps
fitruath (i. e. Hordaland in Norway). Zimmer also quotes many most
interesting passages where this name occurs in the most ancient Irish
sagas in existence.
Where Airuath is mentioned therefore, we have some
of the most ancient reminiscences of the Norsemen in Ireland. But these
passages do not give us much besides the name — for instance, no description of the men of Hirotha.
Only in one tale, where Hirotha is
mentioned,

are

geographical

their

famous

Hiruat,

1 Loch

and

Cé,

we

able to see that the Irish had

position

hound
slew

1211,

of the country.

(cutlen

Annals

Calendars

of documents

The

of Ulster,

2 Annals of Ulster, 1212, Loch
8

rig na

Duban.

6 Keltische

Beitrage,

1211,
to Ireland,

un.

came

demanded

Cé, taut.

relating

I, p. 205.

Hiruathe)

Fianna

4 Cal. of doc. rel. to Ireland, Ill, p. 306.
5 Cogadh Gaedhel, ed, Todd., p. XXXIV

a correct

idea

of the

»A troop of three hunters with

I n. 3206.

to Ireland

from

their death for this
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deed; but. Finn only sought from them a wehr-geld, for which they
offered their dog. After taking oaths to the king by the sun, the moon,
the sea and the land, they slew the dog, and went off past Scotland
towards

the

north-east,

taking

with

them

the hound’s

hide;

where-

upon Finn assembled his Fianna in pursuit across the sea. Before the
battle, the Fianna heaped up a cairn, each man flinging on to it a stone,
and old and young swearing that they would not retreat till the stone
retreated in fear of the foreigners.«!
As reminiscences of the Viking age in general, we have the
Fomorians

and

the

many

ancient and

modern

tales, where

pirates

and

vikings from Lochlann are described. — The name Loch/ann itself has
always been used to denote Norway or Scandinavia. — The close of
the Viking Age is marked by the great battle of Clontarf, which has
also been absorbed by tradition, and has passed into the cycle of tales
of Cuchulinn and Conchobar.
Another landmark in the history of the
Norsemen

in

Ireland

is

the expedition

of Magnus

Barefoot,

which

has

become a part of the Ossian cycle. But even later, Norway and Norse
reminiscences have passed into Gaelic legend and poetry.
Dr. Joyce
says:? »In the Gaelic tales, the chief city of Lochlann is always Berva.<«
And if we look, for instance, at Campbell’s »Tales of the West Highlandse, we see that this is quite true. In the tale of Manus, the capital

of Lochlann is Old Berve (Beirdhe), and in Campbell’s ballad (III, p. 364),
Magnus is called »Beithe’s king’s son«. In the »Song of the Smithye,
where Lochlann also occurs, a king of Berve (righ Meirbdhe)® is mentioned. There is even a ballad about »John, son of the king of Bervec«
(Mac Righ Beirbh).4 This name Beirbhe, Berve, signifies Bergen (Byorgvin, Bergvin) in Norway. In English historical documents of the 13th
and

14th

centuries,

Bergen

is always

called

Nortberwen

or Berwen,

—

—

Atkinson, from which I have quoted the above,
The king of Hirotha’s (or Irota’s)
famous dog is also mentioned in the tale of the sons of Turenn (Joyce, p. 59).
Celtic Romances, p. 404.
Campbell, HI, 382,

m7

me

Book

wm

But Bergen can scarcely be called the capital of Norway before the
reign of King Haakon the Old (1217—1263), which shows that the name
must have passed into the Gaelic tales during the 13th century.5 In
Manx tales, the capital of Norway is not Bergen, but Drontheim or

of Leinster,

Campbell,

207 6 5—208

a §;

see

the

admirable

introduction

by

Professor

III, 282— 287.

After the death of King
and at the same time

Isles also died away.

Haakon V (1319), Bergen completely ceased to be the capital,
the commercial connection between Norway and the British
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Nidaros.!. That is due to the fact that the episcopal see of Sodor and
Man was a province of Nidaros in Norway until the end of the fourteenth century. Campbell also suggests that the name of the Swedish
town Upsala occurs in one of his ballads.?
Thus we see that the Irish and Gaelic tales have absorbed Norse
elements from the beginning of the Viking Age until the end of the fourteenth century.
I have hitherto only mentioned the historical reminiscences of
the Norsemen in Irish tales and traditions.
We must remember that
for

centuries

the

Norsemen

held sway

in Erin,

the

Hebrides,

and

the

Isle of Man,
It is therefore easy to understand that their rule, their
wars, their victories and defeats, must still be remembered in many ways.
Even many of the mythical conceptions of the Irish have been formed,
as I have shown, under the influence of the Norsemen, e. g. the Fomorians. The Ossianic poems too, have probably also largely been formed
under impressions from the Viking Age.
Very few, on the other hand,
are the myths and mythical conceptions which have migrated from the
Norsemen to the Gaelic people. This is quite natural; for when the
Norsemen

came

to Erin, the Irish had

been

Christians

for two centuries.

Their heroic tales dating from heathen times were already written down,
and had become the literary property of the people. The great heroic
cycles of Cuchulinn and of Finn and Oisin had absorbed all the mythdeveloping imagination of the Irish. The Irish heroic poetry had a
more fixed form of composition,
and was richer and more varied
than that of any other people of that time. It is therefore not likely
that the Irish would borrow new myths and tales from foreign nations.
On the other hand, we must remember that it was during the Viking
Age, and under the influence of the Western peoples, and their higher
civilisation, that the Norsemen developed their grand mythology and
heroic poetry. Several of the Edda poems even seem to have been
composed in the British Isles.
Some few myths, however, seem to have come from the Norsemen
to Ireland and: Scotland. Professor Zimmer has proved that there must
be a connection between Cuchulinn’s voyage to the Kingdom of the
Dead (Scath), and his combats with its Queen (Scatkack), and the Scandinavian He/ and Nifikeimr® — Like the hall of Utgardaloke, the capital
1 A.

W.

Moore,

Folk-lore

of the

Isle of Man,

cs)

2 Il, p. 379: Aigh righ Lochlann
sala).
Zimmer, Keltische Beitrage, I, 333.

ann

p, 28, etc.

an Spaoile (with the king of

Lochlann in Up-
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of the Scathach is situated in the North of Lochlann (Norway), and
Cuchulinn comes to Scath from Lochlann. — Zimmer also believes that
the tale of Sigurd, who killed the dragon Fafner, has been known in
Ireland, and has influenced the myth of Finn.
A litle more numerous are the popular tales, which seem to have
come from Norway to the Irish and Gaels. There is a well-known popular tale in Ireland called »The Brown Bear of Norway.«! It corresponds closely, even in details with the celebrated Norwegian tale »@stenfor sol og vestenfor maane« (East of the Sun and West of the Moon),
or,

as

it

is

also

called

»Hvitebjorn

kong

Valemon«

King Valemon).
This tale is also known in Scotland,
the »Red Bull of Norroway« or the »Black Bull of
beginning of this story also has some features in
Norwegian »Kari Traestak«? or, as it is called in the

»Veslebrun Okse« (The Little Brown Ox).

(The

White

Bear,

where it is called
Norroway«.
The
common with the
parish of Vaage,

Since Norway is mentioned,

in both the Irish and the Scotch story, it is justifiable to conclude that
the story itself has migrated from Norway to the British Isles. I feel
inclined

to

believe

that

at

first it has

been

told in the Hebrides,

and

thence spread to Ireland and Scotland. Otherwise it would be impossible
to understand, why the bear is preserved in the Irish version, but in
Scotland has been replaced by a bull. This seems to indicate that the
tale

has

come

to

the

Hebrides

before

1266,

the

year

in which

the

islands were surrendered by Norway to Scotland.
Professor Moltke Moe has kindly mentioned to me another popular
tale, that must partly have come from Norway to the Gaels. The
»Story of the Clever Thief« has been known by all peoples, from the
ancient Egyptians and Greeks, down to the present time. The prototype of the modern tales of the Clever Thief, as Prof. Moe points out,
is the »Dolopathos« by Johannes de Alta Silva,’ and the French romance
of the same name (from about 1220). The Gaelic »Tale of the Shifty
Lad, the Widow’s Sone‘, among many others, is derived from the »Dolopathose. The beginning of the Gaelic tale, however, is quite different,
and cannot be derived from »Dolopathose.
It corresponds closely with
a Norwegian version of the tale of »Mestertyven« (the Master-thief) from
Kvindherred

in Hardanger.6

In both

cases,

for instance, the master-thief

1 Kennedy, Popular Fictions of the Irish Celts.
2 Asbjernsen & Moe, Norske Folkeeventyr, 2 ed., p. 471.
8 Johannis

de Alta

Silva

Dolopathos,

ed. by

Hermann

Osterley,

Strassburg,

1873.

4 Campbell, I, pp. 320-353; cf. Reinhold Kéhler in »Orient und Occidente, II, p. 303,
and his admirable notes to the tale.
5 Asbjernsen & Moe, 2 ed., p. 442.
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is the son of a poor widow, and will not go to learn any art but that
of thieving. The Norwegian tale again has its prototype in a Russian
tale;1_ but some particular features are common to both the Norwegian
and the Russian versions, which are not found in the Gaelic, especially
the way in which the boy frightens his teacher away from his home,
and takes possession of his riches. Professor Moe concludes from this
that the tale has migrated from Russia to Norway, and from Norway
to Scotland.
One of the most widely-spread tales, in which Lochlann (or Norway)
is mentioned, is the tale of Luan mac Lidbuin (Blade, son of Furbishing).
The hero, a smith, has only one eye, one arm, and one leg; his home
is always in Norway.
The tale is known both in Scotland and in Ireland, but in the Isle of Man it is found in its most interesting shape.
It is here referred to the time of King

Olav, son of Godfrey,

who

lived

in the second half of the twelfth century.
»According to tradition, there resided in Man, in the days of Olave
Goddardson, a great Norman baron, named Kitter, who was so fond
of the chase that he extirpated all the bisons and elks with which the
the Island abounded at the time of his arrival, to the utter dismay of
the people, who, dreading that he might likewise deprive them of their
cattle, and

even

of their purrs

in the mountains,

had

recourse to witch-

craft to prevent such a disaster. When this Nimrod of the North had
destroyed all the wild animals of the chase in Man, he one day extended
his havoc to the red deer of the Calf, leaving at his castle, on the
brow of Barrule, only the cook, whose name was Eaoch (which signifies
a person who can cry aloud), to dress the provisions intended for his
dinner. Eaoch happened to fall asleep at his work in the kitchen.
The

famous

witch-wife,

Ada,

caused

the fat accumulated

at the lee side

of the boiling pot to bubble over into the fire, which set the house in a
blaze. The astonished cook immediately exerted his characteristic powers to
such

an

extent

that

he alarmed

the hunters

in the Calf, a distance

of

nearly ten miles.
Kitter, hearing the cries of the cook, and seeing his castle in flames,
made

to

the

beach

with

all possible speed,

and

embarked

in a small

currach for Man, accompanied

by nearly all his attendants.

half-way,

on a rock (which, from that circumstance,

the frail bark

struck

When about

has been called Kitterland), and all on board perished.

1 Schiefner in »Bulletin de la Société Impériale de S, Petersbourge, XIV, p. 314.
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The fate of the great baron, and the destruction of his boat, caused
the surviving Norwegians to believe that Eaoch, the cook, was in league
with the witches of the island to extirpate the Norwegians then in Man;
and

on

this

charge

he

was

brought

to trial, and

sentenced

to suffer

death. The unfortunate cook heard his doom pronounced with great
composure, but claimed the privilege, at that time allowed to criminals
in Norway, of choosing the place and manner of passing from time to
eternity. This was readily granted by the king.
»Then«, said the
cook, with a loud voice, »J wish my head to be laid across one of your
Majesty’s legs, and there cut off by your Majesty’s sword, Macabuin,
which was made by Loan Maclibuin, the Dark Smith of Drontheim.«.
It being generally known that the king’s scimitar could sever even
a mountain of granite, if brought into immediate contact with its edge,
it was the wish of every one present that he would not comply with
the subtle artifice of such a low varlet as Eaoch, the cook; but his
majesty would not retract the permission so recently given, and therefore gave orders that the execution should take place in the manner
desired.
Although the unflinching integrity of Olave was admired by his
subjects, they sympathized deeply for the personal injury to which he
exposed
Ada,
rowan

himself,

the
tree,

witch,
and

rather
was

than
at

adders’

to be placed between

deviate

hand:
eggs,

the king’s

from

she ordered
each

leg

the

path

toads’

to the number

of rectitude.
skins,
of nine

twigs
times

But
of the
nine,

and the cook's head, to which he

assented.

All these things being properly adjusted, the great sword, Macabuin,
made by Loan Maclibuin, the Dark Smith of Drontheim, was lifted by
one of the king’s most trusty servants, and laid gently on the neck of
the cook; but ere its downward course could be stayed, it severed the
head from the body of Eaoch, and cut all preventives asunder, except
the last, thereby saving the king’s leg from harm,
When the Dark Smith of Drontheim heard of the stratagem submitted to by Olave to thwart the efficacy of the sword Macabuin, he
was so highly offended that he despatched his hammerman, Hiallusnan-urd, who had only one leg, having lost the other when assisting in
making that great sword, to the Castle of Peel, to challenge King Olave,
or any of his people, to walk with him to Drontheim. It was accounted
very dishonourable in those days to refuse a challenge, particularly if
connected with a point of honour.
Olave, in mere compliance with
this rule, accepted the challenge, and set out to walk against the one-
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legged traveller from the Isle of Man, to the smithy of Loan
in Drontheim.

Maclibuin

They walked o’er the land and they sail’d o’er the sea.
And

so equal was the match, that when

Hiallus-nan-urd,

who

was

first,

called

to

within sight of the smithy,
Loan

Maclibuin

to open

the

door, and Olave called out to shut it. At that instant, pushing past
him of the one leg, the King entered the smithy first, to the evident
discomfiture of the swarthy smith and his assistant. To show that he
was

not

in

the

last

fatigued,

Olave

struch the anvil with such force,
bottom,

but also the block

lifted a large

fore-hammer,

and

that he clove it not only from top to

on which

it rested.

Emergaid, the daughter of Loan, seeing Olave perform such manly
prowess, fell so deeply in love with him that during the time her father
was replacing the block and the anvil, she found an opportunity of informing him that her father was only replacing the studdy to finish a
sword he was making, and that he had decoyed him to that place for
the purpose of destruction, as it had been prophesied that the sword
should be tempered in royal blood; and in revenge of the cook's death
by the sword Macabuin.
»Is not your father the seventh son of old
Windy Cap, King of Norway?« said Olave.
»He ise, replied Emergaid, as her father entered the smithy.
»Then«, cried the King of Man,
sthe prophecy must be fulfilled«. Emergaid was unable to stay his
uplifted hands till he quenched the sword in the blood of her father,
and afterwards pierced the heart of the one-legged hammerman, who he
he knew was in the plot of taking his life.
This tragical event was followed by one of of a more agreeable
nature. Olave, conscious that had it not been for the timely intervention
of Emergaid, the sword of her father would indeed have been tempered
in his blood, and knowing the irreparable loss which she had sustained
from his hands, made her his queen, and from her were descended all
succeeding Kings of Man down to Magnus, the last of the race of
Goddard Crovan, the Conqueror.«!
This

Islay).2

tale

But

is also known

in Scotland,

Ireland

and

the

Hebrides

(in

there the hero is not the Manx king, Olav, but Finn, and

1 A. W. Moore, Folk-lore of the Isle of Man, pp. 27—29.
The Manx tale was noted
down by Mr, Train at the end of last century; but his Manx original is now unfortunately lost,
version. —

as Mr. Moore has kindly informed me, and we only possess the English
| should not wonder, if Mr. Train himself had »simproveds the tale a

little, —
2

Campbell,

WI, pp.

378—402.
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according to the Scotch and Irish tradition, it is the smith himself who
has one arm, one leg, and one eye; the hammerman seems to be
purely a Manx invention,
This

is probably

the genuine

tradition, and

the tale, therefore,

must

originally have formed a part of the Ossiannic cycle, The sword of
Loan Maclibuin is also celebrated in other Ossianic tales where it is
called

the »Son of Luane.«

With

this sword,

for instance, old Garah was

executed.! But even in Scotland and Ireland — in modern tales —, the home

of the smith is always supposed to be in Norway (according to the Scotch
ballad, he lives in Bergen).2 This seems to indicate that the ancient Gaels
have considered the Norsemen to be better smiths than themselves.
The Manx tradition has been completely interwoven with Norse
elements, It is there attributed to the king Olav, son of Godfrey, and
combined with a supposed contrast between the Norse and Celtic elements

of

the

island.

The

home

of

the smith

is Drontheim,

and

not

2

oo

»

Bergen, which seems to be a reminiscence of the time when the see of
Sodor and Man was a province of Nidaros.
Most of the personal names
in the tale are Gaelic, or at least not Norwegian.
But in another tale
conneeted with this, the son of the dark smith of Drontheim is called
Alswith,
He undertook to walk round all the churches in the Isle of
Man in one day.’ This name seems to be derived from the Old Norwegian
al — »completelye, and svinnr, svidr which probably also signified
»swift«, and to denote the »Very Swift One«. — The name »Alsvidr«
also occurs as a mythical name in the old Edda.
It is the name of a
Jotun as well as the name of one of the horses of the Sun.4 The incident
of King Olave in the smithy of Luan, lifting the forehammer and cleaving the anvil, recalls Sigurd Fafnesbane in the smithy of Regin. The
end of the tale, that the smith’s daughter falls in love with the king,
and helps him against her own father, has also its parallels in Norway.
It is common to mythical sagas, ballads and popular tales, that the
king or hero who comes to the ogre, is helped by the latter’s daughter
or by a captive Christian woman.
The epithet applied to the father
of the smith —
»Old Windy Caps — is particularly interesting.
This epithet is clearly of Norse origin. Professor Moe informs me that
Stern, Die Ossianischen Heldenlieder.
Campbell, Ill, p. 382:
»Four men were found of the King of Bergen« (righ Meirbhe).
Campbell suggests that Aferéhe is instead of Beérbhe, Bergen, and probably he is right,
Moore, Folk lore, p. 30. The story of Alswith seems to have been noted down by

ra

Mr.

Moore

Snorra
143,

4.

himself,

Edda,
| am

and

not by

I, pp. 56, 484.
indebted

Mr.

Train,

Grimnism4l

for this information

37, 1.

Sigrdrifumdl

to Professor

Moe,

15,

4;

and HAvamél
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similar expressions are quite common in Norse tradition as names of
trolls and ogres who were regarded as connected with wind and weather.
From olden times we have the Jotun names » Vindr« and » Vindsvaire,
or » Vindljont« (fadir Vetrar). In modern tales may be compared the
Jotun master builder from Swedish Norrland »Vind och Vadere and the
Norwegian ogres and jotuns, »Blester«, »Vindflgie and »Bonde Veirsky.<!
All these Norse elements have probably become a part of the Manx
tradition before the year 1266, when the island was given up by Norway to Scotland.
Professor

Zimmer,

by his admirable

investigations, has thrown

fresh

light upon the
are interwoven
Age. But we
story-telling is

ancient Irish sagas, and shown in how may ways they
with Norse elements and reminiscences from the Viking
see that the Norse influence on Gaelic tradition and
not confined to the Viking Age.
A recollection of the

Norsemen

been

has

retained

for

centuries,

and

down

to the present

time Lochlann (or Norway) still plays a very conspicuous part
in Irish and Gaelic ballads and fairy-tales, like England or Denmark in
our Norwegian tradition, And not only this, but the people still remember the great landmarks in the history of the Norsemen in Ireland,
Scotland and the Hebrides, the Viking expedition, the fall of Magnus
Barefoot, the expedition of Haakon Haakonsson and the Battle of Largs
(1263).2, Through these ballads and tales, which for centuries have been
transmitted orally, misinterpreted and deformed, we obtain an impression
of the deep traces the Norsemen have left on the British Isles,
1 Snorra

Edda

I, 82,

Folkesagn, p. 15.
Folkemventyr

8 Cf. Worsaae,

500,

Ross,

(2 ed.), no.

Afzelius,

in

Svenska

»Delene,

1869

folkets

sagohdfder,

(V1), no. 49.

II],

83.

Faye,

Norske

Asbjernsen & Moe, Norske

57.

»Minder om de Danske og Nordmendene

pp. 363—365.
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The Norsemen who came in the 9th century to Ireland and founded
towns and kingdoms there, were, like all Vikings, excellent seamen and
merchants.
To them, in fact, the development of trade and industry in
Ireland is wholly due.
The Norsemen or Ostmen in Ireland, and also the Irishmen themselves, were well aware of this fact. Giraldus Cambrensis is therefore
right in his way in stating that the Norsemen were allowed to build
towns in Ireland, on condition that they would ‘bring to Ireland from
other countries merchandise that the Irish wanted.1 The Norsemen, in
fact, down to the English Conquest, were the only real merchants in
Ireland.
From Dublin, Waterford and Limerick, the ships of the Ostmen sailed to
Spain and south-western France. This is shown in the plundering of Limerick
by King Brian and his men in 968, when »they carried away their (i. e. the
Norsemen’s) jewels and their best property, and their saddles beautiful and
foreign, their gold and their silver; their beautifully woven cloth of all
colours and of all kinds; their satin and silken cloth, pleasing and variegated, both scarlet and green, and all sorts of cloth in{the like manner.«?
These foreign saddles and silk and scarlet necessarily presuppose a trade
with foreign countries. And which? Probably Spain. In the Middle
Ages silk and precious cloth were articles from the Levant. Greece, Asia
Minor

and

Moorish

Spain,

not to mention

remote

India

and China, were

the chief centres of this industry. The making of saddles and al! leathergoods was peculiarly a Moorish art. Cordwain, for instance, is named
after the Spanish town Cordova.8 We must therefore conclude that the
1 Topographia Hibernica, dist. MI c. XLUL
2 Cogadh Gaedhel, p. 79.
§ Cf. Heid, Geschichte des Levantehandels im Mittelalter,
Vidensk. Selek. Skrifter.
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cloth and the saddles, which the Irish carried away from Limerick in
968, had come from Spain, and that the Norsemen in Limerick had
ships sailing to Spanish ports.
From about the middle of the 1oth century, we have a description of Dublin in the poem of the celebrated Circuit of Ireland by
King Muircheartach (941). The impression we here receive of Dublin
is that of a wealthy town, rich in flour, bacon and cheese, all probably
imported articles. About half a century later flourished the celebrated
poet

Mac

Liag,

whom

Brian

Borumha

elevated

to

the

rank

of Arch-

OO fo om
om

Ollamh of Erin. One of his poems gives a description of the tribute
of Erin being driven to Brian at his palace in Kincora in the present
county of Clare. A part of this tribute was one hundred and fifty butts
of wine from the Norsemen of Dublin, and a tun of wine for every
day in the year from the Norsemen of Limerick.2 This tribute of wine
presupposes a considerable trade with south-western France, as the place
where any one from Ireland might most easily obtain his wine. There
is also an interesting note in the glossary of Cormac, the learned king
of Munster, who wrote about goo. He says: »Zscop fina in the SeaLaws, i. e. a vessel for measuring wine among the merchants of the
Norsemen and the Franks,«8
This note proves that as early as the oth century there existed a
regular trade between the Norse towns in Ireland and France. But what
does the expression, »in the Sea-Laws«, mean? Are we justified in concluding from this that the Norse merchants in Ireland at the time of
Cormac had a Maritime Code, a sort of Bjarkeyjar-réttr ? The Franks
at that time were no seafarers, so that the expression, »in the Sea-Lawse,
must refer to the Norsemen.
The connection with Spain and southern France continued to be
of great importance down to the 14th century, when Bristol superseded
Dublin and Waterford as the commercial centre of the countries round
the Irish Sea. This importance is seen at the taking of Waterford (1170),
where the English plundered a ship in the port, laden with wheat and
wine. And more than a hundred years later (1292), we still hear of the
wine-trade of the Ostmen of Waterford.5
Of still more importance than the commerce with these remote
countries was the connection between Dublin and Waterford, and the
The Circuit of Ireland, ed. by O’Donovan in Tracts rel. to Ireland, Vol. I, pp. 34, 35
Douglas Hyde, Literary History of Ireland, pp. 430, 431.
Glossary of Cormac, transl. by Whitley Stokes, p. 67.
Vogt,

Dublin,

p. 386.

Col, of Documents

rel, to Ireland, HI, p. 503.
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opposite shores of the Irish Sea. With the Hebrides and the Isle of
Man there was a constant, not only political, but also commercial connection. I may mention that King Reginald of Man, about 1200, gave
lands to the monastery of St. Mary in Dublin.! And in the 13th century several Manxmen lived in Dublin, Mathias de Trig de Man (1213)?,
Mauricius Maniske (= Old N. *Manverski? or *Manskir (1270)8, Alicia
Manske(1250)4, Reginaldus Niger de Man (ca. 1225)®. The commercial
capital of the Hebrides, during the Middle Ages, was certainly Dublin. —
One of the most important English towns, not only in modern, but
still

more

in

earlier

times,

is Bristol.

William

of

Malmesbury,

in

his

mention

not only

Annales

attacks

of the Norsemen

in the Viking Ages,

Cambriz

record

»the

on the shores

but even

later.

battle of Pwll

of the

For

Bristol Channel,

the year

Dyvach,

and

1041, the

Howel

(a

Welsh prince) vanquished the Pagans (i. e. the Norsemen) who were
ravaging Dyved (i. e. Wales).
In this year Gruffudh (also a Welsh prince)
was captured by the Pagans of Dublin.«
(In the last note, another MS
has »by the men of South Wales«.) Nine years later (1050) we again
hear of a fleet from Ireland coming to South Wales (A. C.). And in 1143
a host from Dublin, under Otter, son of Turkyll and grandson of Cherolf
(i. e. Herulv), came to Wales (A. C.). It is also worth remembering that the
name of the port Swansea on the Bristol Channel, a town that is
mentioned as early as the 11th century, is clearly of Norse origin,
Swetnesea (derived from the name Sueinn). The name of the town Haverfordwest (at the south-west extremity of Wales} seems also to be of
1 Chartulary of S, Mary, Il, p. 14.

2S. Mary, I, p. 347.
8 S, Mary, I, p. 477.
4S. Mary, I, p. 497.
5 Historical and Municipal

Documents

of Ireland,

p.

113.

6 Annals of Morgan, ed. in Annales Monastici, 1 (Roll’s Series).
7 The Circuit of Muircheartach mentions the fine wheat in Dublin, pp. 24, 35.

‘

book »De gestis pontificums, about 1140, states that Bristol is a port
for ships coming from Ireland, Norway and other transmarine countries.
With this may be compared a note in the annals of Morgan for the
year 1124, — »the people of the Norwegians came in the autumn and
wintered in Bristol.<® (Gers Noricorum veniens in autumno hyemavit
apud Bristollum). This seems also to refer to the commerce of the
Norsemen from Ireland or the Hebrides. It was probably from Bristol
that the Ostmen got their wheat, an article that was not cultivated
in Ireland.?
Besides this pacific connection, the Annals of Wales sometimes
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Norse origin. In medizeval documents the name is
Hauerford, i.e, Old Norse Aafr, a ram, and fjerér,
Devonshire is perhaps also of Norse origin. Are
cluding from this that Norse colonies existed on the
Channel? J think we are, especially when we combine
When the English

had conquered the Norse

Kl.

written Hauarford,
fjord. Bideford in
we justified in conshores of the Bristol
this with other facts.

towns in Ireland, Dublin,

Waterford and Limerick, they expelled their original inhabitants, and
assigned them ground outside the walls of the old towns, where they

” built a new town.

This is the origin of the Ostman’s town (Oxmantown)

of Dublin and Waterford.
The old town was populated

by

soldiers,

France,

merchants

from

England,

foreigners, English

and

the Netherlands,

Norman

etc., and

a

few Ostmen who were allowed to remain within the walls. We find
the best description of the English conquerors’ manner of procedure in
a document from 1311, which relates the taking of Waterford in 1170.
»Omnes alii (Ostmannti) quos idem dominus Henricus Rex (é. ¢. Henry [1)
manentes invenit in predicta villa Waterford expulsi fuerunt extra
candem villam excepto uno fideli homine qui vocabatur Geraldus Macgillemory . 6.6... Et idem dominus Henricus Rex assignavit certa
loca extra muros ville predicte singulis eorum quos sic expulsit a villa
predicta ad faciendum tbidem mansiones suas. Et ipst sic expulsi
construxerunt quandam villam ibidem que modo vocatur villa Oustmannorum Waterford et infra muros ville predicte a qua ipsi stc expulsi
fuerunt feoffavit de tenementis ipsorum sic expulsorum diversos homines
de comitiva sua et diversas libertates eis concessit.« The English proceeded in the same way in Dublin. The old town was populated by
strangers, and the Ostmen built a new town outside the walls. In the
course

of time,

these two

towns

merged

into one;

and

as early

as the

13th century we find many Ostmen living as free citizens both in Dublin
and Waterford.
But still, the bulk of the citizens in the 13th century
were foreigners.
Fortunately, the names of the citizens of Dublin in the beginning
of the 13th century are still preserved, and have been published in that
most valuable collection of »Historical and Municipal Documents of
Ireland« (Roll’s Series). In addition to these, we have, from the same
time, numerous other documents, chiefly wills and deeds, published in the
Chartularies of St. Mary, St. Thomas, All Saints and Christ Church, so
that from these sources we are able to get a fairly good idea of the
state of the population in Dublin about the years 1180—1225,
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Among the citizens of Dublin at this time, there were, as we can
see, several Frenchmen and Flemings, and some Spaniards.
There were
also a few Norwegians, probably merchants from the Isle of Man and
the Hebrides, and perhaps the Orkney Islands. — They are called
Norensis, which can only mean »Norwegian«. — These Norwegian citizens
of Dublin about the year 1200 were Simon Norensis, Galfridus Norensis,
Robertus Norrensis pistor, Gillebertus Norensis, Ricardus Norensis,
Nicolaus Willielmus Norensis,| Willielmus Norensis de Antrum (i. e.

Antrim) and Nicholaus Norensis.2

This last Nickolaus Norensis is men-

tioned together with Henrvicus Dacus, i.e. Henry the Dane.
This juxtaposition of Morensts and Dacus clearly shows that Morensis signifies
»Norwegiane.
But the names of these Norwegians are not originally
Norse, and some of them were not usual in Norway in the 13th century.
This seems to point to the fact that their bearers originated, not from
Norway, but from the Norwegian dominions in the British Isles.
The bulk of the free citizens of Dublin, however, about the year
1200, are

towns

Englishmen,

and

of these

upon the Bristol Channel.

greater

part of these

citizens

are

But it is an

from

not English, but Norse names.
all seem to be of Norse origin.

many
Bristol,

said

to

come

interesting

Cardiff,

from

the

fact that the

Swansea,

etc., bear,

I have found the following names, which

I.

From

Cardiff.

Torkaill (i. e. Porkell) of Kardif.8
Swein (i. e. Sueinn) de Kardif.4

Iuor (i.e. fvarr) de Cardif®,
Salmund

(i. e. Sa/mundr) de Cardif.6

Robertus

de Cardif filius Sewardi

(i. e. Sigurdr 7)?

Robertus filius Turkildi (i. e. Porkeld) de Cardif.
1
2
8
4
5

Historical and Municipal Documents
S. Mary, I, p. 490.
Mun, Io.
Mun, 11.
luor may also be a Welsh name.
citizens of Dublin,
8 Mun, 12,
7 Man,

20.

of Ireland, pp. 32, 34, 37) 39) 44) I14, 120, 139.

But there are no other Welsh

names

among

the

_
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Johannes Ithun (i.e. Fptunnr) de Cardif.t
Steiner (i.e. Steinarr) de Cardif.?

Il.

From
Turstinus

Bristol.

(i. e. Porsteinn) palmer

de Bristollo.8

Ulf (i.e. Uifr) de Bristollo.4
Johannes

filius Turstani

draper

de Bristollo.5

Willielmus blundus (i.e. the Old Norse surname é/undr) de
Bristollo.
Johannes Wethfoten (i. e. vidfétrinn »the wooden leg« from
vidr, wood) de Bristollo.
Johannes Norensis (i. e. the Norwegian) de Bristollo.®

Hamundus (i.e. Hémundr, or Amundr, Amund) de Bristowe.?

IIl.

From

Swansea.

Godafridus (i. e, Gudredr, Gudfresrr) de Sweinesea.®
Ricardus filius Sigari (i. e. Sigarr) de Sweinesea.®

IV.

From Cardigan (on the south-west coast of Wales, at the mouth
of the Teifi).
Sewale

a a

Mua.
Mun.
Mun,

10

Mun.
Mun,

Mun.

de Cardigan.”

38.

4u,
25.
33:
42.
139.

S. Mary,
Mun, 6.
common
Mun. 7Mun,

(i.e. Stgvaldi or Sevaldir)

5.

I, 141, 460.
Godafridus
may also be Enslish; but
in the Hebrides and among the Norsemen

the name Godfred
in Ireland.

was

especially
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Vv.

From

Haverfordwest.

Fin (i. e, Finnr) de Hauerford.!
Thurgot (i. e. forgautr) de Hauerford.?
Johannes Anfin (i.e. Arafinar) de Hauerford,§
VIL

From

Monmouth

Harold

(on the Wye, near the mouth of the Severn).

(i. e. Haraldr) de Munnemue.

Thus, from about the year 1200, we find in all 22 citizens of
Dublin, who originated from towns upon the Bristol Channel, and who
all bore Norse names.
This cannot be a mere accident. We may therefore conclude that about the year 1200, in Bristol, Cardiff, Cardigan,
Haverfordwest

and Swansea,

there existed Norse

settlements.

But settle-

a

mn

~

-

ments such as these must have existed on the southern shore of the
Bristol! Channel, as well as on the northern. The leading Norse family
in Waterford was that of the Macgillemories.
In 1130 [recte 1134],
according to Chronicum Scotorum, »the son of Gillemaire (i. e. the
Servant of Mary), son of Allgort, the best Foreigner (i. e, Norseman)
that was in Erin, was slain, together with Amlaib of Port-Lairge« (probably the king of Waterford),
A member of the same family, Reginald
Macgillemory, was lord of Waterford when the English took the town
in 1170, and as late as 1311 the family Mac Gillemaire or Macgillemory
still existed, and was reckoned among the first families of Waterford.5
The history of the Macgillemories is related in a most curious document
from the year 1311.8 The family Macgillemory, we are told, »came to
Ireland from Devonshire long before Henry II’s conquest of Ireland«
Mun. 22,
Mun, 25.
Mun. 46.
Compound names such as these were very common among the Ostmen of
Dublin, in the 13th century, e.g.
ogerus Olof, Walterus Oter, Simon Turgot, etc.
Mun. 32.
The explanation of the greater number of these names is due to my father,

Professor Sophus Bugge.
Cf. my paper, »Nordisk sprog og nationalitet i Irlande, in »Aarboger for nordisk Oldkyndigheds, 1900.
The MS. is preserved in the Public Record Office of Dublin, Extract from Justiciary
Roll, 3—7 Edward II, mem, 18, The Deputy Keeper, James Mills, Esq, has shown
me

the great

kindness

to send

me

a copy

of the document,
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(venerunt de Devonta in Hiberntam diu ante conquestum quem predictus
dominus Henricus filius I[mperatricts [i. e. Henry Il] fectt in Hibernia).
Devonshire, as is well known, is bounded on one side by Cornwall,
and is situated opposite to Wales on the southern shore of the Bristol
Channel.
There are no very important towns here, but several small
ones,

such

as Ilfracombe,

Barnstaple, Bideford, etc.

In one of these

sea-

ports, as in Cardiff and Bristol, there has probably been a Norse colony,
whence the Macgillemories emigrated to Waterford,
What is the origin of these settlements? Do they date from the
Viking

Ages,

or are

they

later

merchant

settlements,

such as those

we

now-a-days find in every important transmarine sea-port, of English and
German merchants? I think we must trace their origin back to both these
causes. The names of Swansea, Bideford and Haverford seem to prove
that these towns are founded by Norsemen, and if so, probably in the
Viking Age. Cardiff, on the other hand, was founded as late as the
year

1080

(Annales

Cambriz).

The

Norse

settlement

in

that

town,

therefore, cannot date from the Viking Age, but probably’ consisted of
Norwegian merchants from the Isle of Man, the Hebrides, or Ireland.
Johannes Norensis from Bristol, who lived in Dublin, also probably
belonged to a merchant family from the Norwegian kingdom of Man
and

the Hebrides.

The

Norsemen

of olden

times,

we

know,

were

most

daring seafarers and interested tradesmen.
And in the British Isles especially they developed these faculties to a high degree of perfection. In
the earlier part of the Middle Ages, the Norse towns, Dublin and Waterford, became, as already mentioned,

the commercial

centres

of the coun-

tries round the Irish Sea, As a consequence of this, Norse merchants
in the 11th century or perhaps still earlier, have probably settled in the
more important sea-ports upon the Bristol Channel and the coast of
Wales.
In these remote places they have retained their nationality, and
preserved the connection with their countrymen; and as late as 1200
we find them still bearing Norse names.
The Norse race has had a great mission in the British Isles. At
a time when the Irish had no knowledge of towns or real sailingvessels,

and

used

no

coins,

the

Norsemen

came

to

Ireland,

founded

towns which are still the most important in Ireland, stamped coins, and
established and kept up the commercial connection between Ireland and
Europe. And also on the opposite side of the Irish Sea, on the coast
of Wales and in Bristol, the Norsemen played a similar part. There too,
they initiated seafaring trade, commercial life, and connection with trans_ marine countries, To Bristol especially, the Norsemen must have been
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of great importance.
Bristol] derived its important connection with
southern France and Spain from the Norse towns, Dublin and Waterford,
and through its own Norse settlers.
In the 15th century the most important trade of Bristol was from the
codfishing round the coasts of Iceland.
In the year 1412, the English — according to the Icelandic Annals —
arrived in Iceland;1 and since that time the English have been masters
of the abundant cod-fisheries round Iceland.
Historians have combined
this with the fact that at the beginning of the 15th century, the English
were expelled from Bergen, the principal cod-market of Europe, where
the German Hansa at that time had got the upper hand? but nearly
all the English ships that sailed to Iceland, at least during the 15th
century, came from Bristol, and Bristol had no connection with Bergen.
It is more likely that the daring voyages of the Bristol seamen to the remote
shores

of Iceland

were

due

to the Norse

settlers

in Bristol,

and

to the

connection between that town and the Norse settlements round the Irish
Sea. The inhabitants of Bristol heard about Iceland and the rich codfisheries round its coasts from the Norsemen, and from them too, they
probably inherited their bent for seafaring and daring voyages. It is a
remarkable fact that the inhabitants of Bristol went out on voyages of
discovery at the same time as Columbus and Vasco de Gama.
In 1480,
and year after year from that time, the merchants of Bristol sent out
ships to sail »west of Iceland« in search of the »Island of Brasylle and
the seven Cities«, until in 1496 Cabot started on his great voyage of discovery. During the Middle Ages, the Norwegians, the Portuguese, the
Spaniards and the Italians were the only seafaring nations of Europe
who ventured to cross the ocean.
It is well known that the development
of the English navy is due to Norse influence. The remarkably daring
voyages of the Bristol seamen, at a time when the nautical skill of the
English was not very highly developed, must be due to some special
reason;

and

this I find

in

the

Norse

settlements

in

Bristol

and

other

Green,

Town

ports round the Bristol Channel.
1 Islandske Annaler, ed. by G. Storm, p. 290.
2 A,

Bugge,

in

Historisk

Tidsskrift

3 R., B.

IV,

pp.

Life, I, p. 107.
8 Mrs,

Green,

Town

Life, [l, p. 73.

Trykt

13.

novbr,

goo,

95,

96.
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